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program of pre-Easter and
r community worship ser-
with the pastors and congre-
ns of . the Central Presbyter-
First Christian, Barbee Mem-
Cumberland Presbyterian
Ogden Memorial Methodist
es participating, was an-
by members of the
on Ministerial Association
rdeY•
service in observance of the
e supper will be held at 7:30
„Thursday, March 22, at the
bee Memorial Cuiriberland
yterian Church with the
W. H. Tallent, pastor of the
,in charge..
two-hour service on Good
y, March 23, starting at 1:00
, will be held in the Central
yterian Church and will tee-
the theme of the "Seven Last
of the Cross". The Rev.
A. Loper-tido will preside
service and will give the
Word. The Rev. George W.
will give the Second and
Words; the Rev. Joe Cal-
r, Fourth and Fifth Words,
the Rev. W. H. Tallent, the
and Seventh Words.
e annual Sunrise Easter ser-
will be held at 6 a. m., Sun-
March 25, in the auditorium
Ogden Memorial Methodist
ch, with the Rev. George W.
, pastor of the First Chris-
delivering the Easter mes-
, it was stated.
addition to the community
'ces, special worship will be
ed in the individual church-
Palm Sunday, March 18,
unior Choir will be featured
special musical program at
Ogden Memorial Methodist
at the regular morning
, the Rev. Joe Callender an-
Central Presbyterian
ch will participate in the
am "One Great Time of
ing", at the morning worship
ce on Easter Sunday, March
e Sacrament of the Lord's
r and the observance of in-
baptism will also be includ-
the worship, Rev. Loperfido
Easter cantata "From Dark-
to Dawn", with musical ar-
ent by Tschaikowski, will
yen at 7.30 p. m. Easter Sun-
at the First Christian Church
r the direction of Mr. K. V.
at and will feature a nuns-
of solos, duets, quartets and
voices, the Rev. George W.
stated.
rs Lose By Point
i-Finals; Lyon
Wins Regional
Butler Tigers, runner-up in
district basketball tournia-
at Cadiz the previous week,
the first game of the semi-
in the seventh regional
meat last Thursday night
Madisonville Maroons by
cant, 53-52.
'lagers won the first game
regional at Madisonville
ednesdas night, downing
nden county 59-56 in the
if overtime period.
a county upset the Midi-
' le Maroons 60-49 to win the
al in the final game Satur-
isht
Anderson Chairman
oppy Sale May 26
ns were made for the an-
'y Day sale in Princeton
26 at the regular meeting
Carlisle Orange Unit No.
01 the American Legion
urY Ofl March 8 at the
iran Legion Home with Mrs.
Anderson named a chair-
of the campaign, it is an-
d
Unit voted to hold a rum-
sale on April 7 with the
to be used for expenses
Is State. There were 10
rs and guests present at
fing with, Mn. Kathleen
tillanison and Mrs. Marian
as hostesses.
the eonclusion of the busi-
session, Mrs. S. 0. Catlett
on "Community Spirit"
the Auxiliary can parti-
te service to its corinnunite.
and Mrs Charles Eider
moved from their home on
and Ore street' to a farm




116 Have Donated To
Fund; Quota Expected
To Be Reached Soon
More than $1,000 has been con-
tributed to the Boy Scout fund in
Caldwell county for the year by
116 individuals a n d business
firms and two solicitors have not
completed their work, Saul Po-
grotsky, chairman of the drive
announces.
The campaign will be closed in
a few days and the chairman and
workers are confident that the
quota for the county will be
reached, Mr. Pogrotsky added.
Those who had contributed to the
fund through Monday included:
Oliver C. Alleock, American Le-
gion, Dr. B. K. Amos, Arnold
Ligon Trucking Co., Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co., Barnes & Lin-
ton, Ben Franklin Stores, Hugh
Blackburn, L. W. Bodenhasner, G.
Homer Brown, Busch Cummins
Ins., Caldwell County Times.
Capitol Theatre, Dr. Ralph
Cash, Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Dr.
Ellwood Cook, Cook & Ward Ser-
vice Station, Corner Drug Store,
Corner Grill, Cumberland Mfg.
C o., Curmningham Insurance,
Dawson Drug Store, Dot's Drive-
Inn, Dunn & Oliver, Eldred
Hardware, Mary Wilson Eldred,
Elks Club, Farmers Dry Cleaning.
Farmers National Bank, Ira
Fears, Federated Stor e, Finkel
Fair Store, First National Bank,
Glover's Pool Room, Goldnamer
& Co., Goodaker Grocery, Rus-
sell Goodaker, W. L. Granstaff,
Harvill Greenhouse, Henry &
Henry Monument Co., Hobby Re-
pair Shop, Burhl Hollowell, Clif-
ton Hollowell.
Tony Horn, Henrietta Hotel,
Ideal Food Market, Dr. C. H. Jag-
gers, Harry Joiner, Kentucky
Utilities Co., Kiwanis Club, A.
Koltinsky, Thomas Lacy, Edwin
Lamb, Lillie Belle Shop, Herman
Lowry.
S. J. Lowry, Lanus rood Store,
B. L. Lusby, Lyon County Herald,
Jahn S. Mahan, James Mash-
Mashburn, Ethel R. Mays, Mc-
Caslin Shoe Store, McConnell
Electric Co., McElroy Five & Tea,
Mk-Gough Paint Store, Rube Mc-
Knight, Mitchell Plumbing, Mor-
gan's Furniture, Virginia, Mor-
gan, M Sr S Implement, Sula &
Eliza Nall, H. C. Newsom, G. M.
Pedley, J. C. Penney Co., Claude
P'Peol, Pruitt and Pruitt, Purdy
Department Store, Princeton
Crean & Butter Co.
Princeton L e a de r, Princeton
Lumber Co., Princeton Mills,
Princeton Shoe Co., Quinn Gro-
cery, Harry Quinn, Dr. W D..
Ramage, Randolph Motors, Rat-
liff Hardware Co., Red Front
Store, Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, Rotary
Club, Graham Rothrock, Row-
land Motor Co., Sharp's Bar-
ber Shop, Shortt Electric Co., J.
B. Shrewsbury. R. S. Sneed, Ken-
neth Spickard. Standard Oil
Company.
Steger Lumber Co., Stevens
Chevrolet, Stevens Insurance
Agency, Sweeney's Service Sta-
tion, Alton Templeton, Towery
Laundry, R. C. Tuck, Walker's
Drugs & Jewelry, Wamorcham
Laundry, West Kentucky Gas
Co., Western Auto Store, C. J.
White, Williamson Drug- Store,
Dr. Billy Willis, Winstead Jew-
elers, Wood Drug Store, Woodall
Insurance, Carl Sparks.
Yellow Jackets Guests
At Dinner Monday Night
The Fredonia Yellorwjackets,
cheerleaders, managers 'and
school officials were guests of T.
R. Akridge and V. E. Coleman at
a dinner in the Riley cafe rat Fre-
donia Monday night.
Members of the Fredonia bas-
ketball team attending the din-
ner included Charles Thomas
Vinson, Arnold Wigginton, Bert-
ram Jones, Leroy McNeely, Don
Rogers, Hugh Yates, Dick Rice,
Edwin Moore, Phillip Brown and
James Williams. Phillip Phelps
and Buddy King, managers of the
team were also present.
Cheerleaders were Nancy
Phelps, Evelyn Riley, Betty En-
nis, Betty Burton and Betty Row-
land.
Other guests included Superin-
tendent Clifton &lift, Principal
Guy Nichols, Coach Merle Nick-
le, Mrs. Akridge and Mrs. Cole-
man.
ACCEPTS PASTORATE
Ralph McConnell, a "'dent at
Murray State College, has been
called as pastor of the Cedar Bluff
Baptist Church and assumed his
duties last Sunday. Regular ser-
vices are bold on the *ennui and
fourth Sundays in each Month, it
is announced.
BECOMING ADJUSTED: Mary Jo May, little Sturgeon Bay, Wis., the girl who traded her eyes
for her life six weeks ago, is becoming adjusted to her new world. Here she cuddles a toy panda
bear, one of many gifts sent her. Others are contributing to a trust fundehtindied by the Bank of






Two States In 1937
Funeral services for G. L.
(Dock) Chambers, 66, prominent
retired farmer of the Otter Pond
community, were conducted at
the Midway Baptist Church at 2
p. m., Sunday, March 11, by the
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, pastor of the
church. Burial was in the Mill-
wood cemetery.
Mr. Chainbers died at his home
at 11:30 a. m. Friday after an ill-
ness of three years. He had been
an active farmer and one of the
outstanding tobacco producers of
the county until ill health forced
him to retire.
A native of the Hopson corn-
mimity, Mr. Chambers had spent
his entire lifetime in Caldwell
county. He was a member of .the
Harmony Baptist Church until
the Midway Church was erected
and he transferred his member-
ship there.
In 1937 Mr. Chambers won a
loving cup as the champion tobac-
co grower of the dark fired area
including Kentucky and Tennes-
see. A picture of his tobacco
patch was featured on the pro-
gram cover of the third annual
Tobacco Festival held in Prince-
ton in 1939. He also won other
outstanding honors as a dark fir-
ed tobacco grower in the county
and area.
While spending the greater part
of his life as a farmer, Mr. Cham-
bers opened a restaurant ' on
Main street in Princeton a num-
ber of years ago.
Among the survivors are the
wife, Mrs. Betty Chambers: one
son, Robert Chambers, both of
the Otter Pond community; two
daughters, Mrs. Calvert Ander-
son, Jeffersonville, Indiana; Mrs.
Clyde Smith, Detroit, and three
grandchildren.
— ---
(Quinn 4-H Club To Get
Prize At K. U. Banquet
Awards to 4-H clubs winning
county championships in the an-
nual Kentucky Utilities Company
4-H contest for this and nearby
counties will be made at a dinner
at 620 p. m., Tuesday, March 20,
at the.F & reale in Madisonville,
it is announced.
The Quinn•4-11 club, champion-
ship winner in Caldwell county,
will be represented by Glenn
Roberts, president; Luretta Tray-
lor, secretary; and Mrs. G. C.
Cnenshaw, leader. Miss Wilma
Vandiver, home agent, and Mr.
James Roger, assistant county
agent, are also empected to attend
the dinner meeting, it was stated.
The dinner, originally schedul-
ed for February 5, was postponed
because of inclement weather.
Clubs from Caldwell, Christian,
Henderson, Hopkins, McLea n,
Muhlenberg, Ohio, Union and
Webster counties will receive
cash prizes from the K. U. farm
service department.
Fredonia Seniors Will
Present Play March 23
Members of the senior class at
Fredonia High School will present
a three act comedy entitled,
"Peter. Beware!" at 8 p. in. Fri-
day, March 29, at the school, it
I. announced.
SUFFERS INJURY
Willard Hutchinson, thre e-
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Har-
ry Hutchinson, Greenville, who
recently moved from Cadiz/Arent,
Princeton, suffered a broben red-
tar bone in a fall in the hem*
last week. His condition was re-
ported satisfactory Wednesday.
Rev. Fletcher Will Be
Training Union Speaker
The Rev. George Fletcher, of
the Baptist State Training Un-
ion Department, will teach the
Associational Training Union











The training program will start
at 7 p. m., each evening and the
Associational Training Union ral-
ly will be held on Thursday,
March 15, at the First Baptist
Church with Rev. Fletcher as
speaker. All who wish to come are
cordially invited, Rev. Pender-
graph said.
Lisanby Guest Speaker
At BPVV Club Meeting
Commonwealth's Attorney Al-
vin Lisanby was guest speaker
at the regular meeting of the Bus-
iness and Professional Women's
Club in the basement of the First
Christian Church on • Monday
night. Mrs. Leona Averdiek was
in charge of the program, it was
announced.
Mrs. Ethel Mays, Mrs. Gertrude
Lars and Mrs. Marjorie Sweeney
were received into the club as
new members.
Visitors present included Mrs.
Richard Ratliff, Mrs. C. B. Mea-
Aiows, Mrs. Billie Gresham, Mrs.
Joe Nell Cummins, Mrs. Roberta
Winters and Sue Trader.
Members present were Atha
Staines, Mina Torn Ryan, Joanne
Ladd, Neva Hogan, Lucille Ham-
mond, Lillie Belle Childless, Su-
die C. Griffin, Virgie Barnett,
Mary 'Wilson Eldred, Mary Lcd-
lus, Pamelia Gordon, Jenne Wil-
liamson. Berdie Moore, Mae
Blades, Louise Jones, Hallie Ov-
erby, Martha !Stevens, Tylene
Long, LaRue Glenn, Virginia
Morgan, Sula Nall, Joan Berry,
Virginia Dalzell, Mabel McLin,
Nola Lewis, Atellie Green, Vera
Rosenthal, .Carwin Ca s h, Leona
Averdick, Elliott Brown, Arnie
Rawls, Virginia -Hodge, Virginia
McCaslin, and Elizabeth Gray.
ATTIDID IlltiNTRAT SERVICES
Lee W Watkins, 85, brother-in-
law of Attorney 6. D. Hodge, died
of a heart attack in his home in
lispkinaville last Wednesday. Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Threlkeld, La
Habra, Calif., who are visiting in
Princeton, Mr. S. J. Hodge, Jr.,
Chicago, and Miss Mary Dancie
and Miss Virginia Hodge attend-
ed funeral services for their un-
cle at the Keithley Funeral Home
in Hapkinaville Friday. Burial
was in Riverside cemetery, that
city.
DOWNING'S TEAM WINS
Tip Downing, former coach at
Rutter Hir122 School and now
coaching the Knox College bas-
ketball team at Galeeburg. Ill..
piloted his teams to a 72-47 victory
over Chicago University last
weekend in Chicano. Mrs. Down-
ing, daughter of Professor and
Mrs. Guy Nichols, of Fredonia.
accompanied Mr. Downing and
the team on lisle weekend trip.
UNDERGOES avitamaY
Mrs. Homer Brelsford, Mem-
phis, former resident of Prince-
ton, underwent saergency sur-
gery at a Ideashis hospital last
week, She is isoupersting at her
home in illisieghis this week,
members of the family were noti-
fied.
State Man To Aid
With Tax Reports
Free Service Will Be
Given To State Income
Taxpayers On March 23
A representative of the Kentuc-
ky Department of Revenue will
be in Princeton on March 23, to
assist taxpayers in preparing
their state income tax returns, it
is announced.
The representative, Mr. J. R.
Mallory, will be in the sheriff's
office from 8 a. m. to 4:30 p.
on that date. .
The service is provided as a
cipnvenience to taxpayers and to
eiscourage filing before the April
M deadline for paying state in-
come taxes. In addition, the De-
partment of Revenue district of-
fice at Paducah will provide as-
sistance to filers, it was stated.
Kentucky law requires income
tax returns from single individ-
uals who have an income of
h4'S)00 or more. Married persons
are required to file if their com-
bined income amounts to $2,000.
Single individuals are entitled
to a tax credit of $20. A single
person, qualifying as "head-of-
family," is entitled to a tax credit
of $4e. "Head-of-family" is defin-
ed as a person who maintains in
his own household, one or more
dependents who are closely re-
lated to him by blood, adoption
or marriage. A married couple is
also allowed a tax credit of $40.
The Kentucky income tax is en-
tirely separate from the Federal
income tax, it was pointed out by








Twenty-seven of the 32 church-
es in the Caldwell Baptist Associ-
ation will participate in the
simultaneous revival in which
more than 18,000 Baptist churches
East of the Mississippi river are
joining, March 25-April 8, ac-
cording to an announcement Wed-
nesday.
Dr. W. Harold Hicks, Little
Rock, Arkansas evangelist, will
be the guest minister at the First
Baptist Church. The Rev. Carl M.
Overton, Star City, Arkansas,
former educational director and
choir leader here, will be in
charge of. the song service, the
Rev. H. G. M. Hailer, pastor an-
nounced. Services will be at 7
a. m. and 7:15 p. m., daily.
The Rev, J. B. Metheny, Green-
ville, associational worker in
Muhlen.berg county, will be the
visiting evangelist at the North
Side Church. The pastor, Rev. Ir-
vine L. Parrett, will conduct the
song service.
Services at the Second Baptist
Church on Maple avenue will
start one week later, April 2, with
the Rev. Johnnie Robonson of
Madisonville as the visiting evan-
gelist. 'M. P. Brown, Jr., will lead
the song service with worship
starting at 10:45 a. m., and 7:30
p. m., daily. Rev. H. D. Knight
is pastor of the church.
The Rev. Ralph W. Davis, Lit-
tle Rock Arkansas, State Train-
ing Union Director, will be the
guest evangelist at the Midway
Baptist Church. The Rev. 0. G.
Priddy, pastor of the church, will
lead the song services starting at
10:30 a. m., and 7 p. m., daily.
The Rev. W. B. Watts, pastor
of the church, will deliver the
evangelistic messages at the Fre-
donia Baptist Church. The song
service will be under the direc-
tion of Jewell Traylor and ser-
vices will be held at 7:30 each
evening.
The Rev. Dale Taylor, former
pastor of the church, will be the
evangelist in the services at the
New Bethel Church. The Rev.
Leon Winchester is pastor.
Many of the other churches in
the Caldwell association will par-
ticipate in the simultaneous re-
vival on the same dates with the
pastors of the respective church-
es doing the preaching, it was
stated. eirs•
Decision Not Reached
In Hitchrack Suit; 60
Indictments Returned
A test snit to establish the
right of the county to lease the
hitchrack lot at the corner of
West Market and North Harrison
streets was heard in circuit court
here last Friday but Judge H. F.
S. Bailey had not announced his
decision 'Wednesday.
The fiscal court has leased one-
half of the lot to the Aetna Oil
Company for a service station
with the rental to be earmarked
for improvement and upkeep of
the county poor farm. The oil
company will start construction
of a building when the validity
of the lease is established by the
court, an official said.
The grand jury, with Hugh
Blackburn as foreman, returned
60 indictments here last week and
was dismissed Thursday after-
noon.
WHITE JOINS MARINES
John V. White, of Renate 2, has
been accepted by the U. S. Marine
Carps Recruiting Station in Hop-
kins-vine and left Monday,
March 5, far Louisvalle, to receive
his physical examination for en-
lisbnent in the U. S. Marines,
White will receive his eight
week basic training id Parris Is-
land, South Carolina.
SPRING COUNCIL macre
The Caldwell county Homemak-
ers Association will hold its an-
nual spring council in the county
courtroom an the courthouse on
Friday, March 16, at 1:18 p. in.,
according to Mrs. Homer Mitch-
ell, president of the association.
All county leaders, officers and
club presidents are enneotod to
attend this meeting, according to
Mrs. Mitchell.
Mrs. Alma Brasher. Miss Ruby
Defers, Mims Jas. liras and DLL
Jrnsa Daher wet landay tat
Louisville one visilleallia Mary
elfAikildr•
Consolidation Of PMA
And SCS To Be Talked
Representatives of 21 counties
are to meet here at the Courthouse
Tuesday, March 20, to discuss the
coordination of the Production
a n d Marketing Administration's
agricultural resources and con-
servation services, Mrs. Lillian
Pruett, secretary, announces.
A discussion will be given, she
said, on the consolidation of the
Soil Conservation Service and
PISA administration with persons
of Mate level attending the meet-
ing. They include the state PMA
committee, Mate conservationist
of SCS, a representative of Farm-
ers Home Administration, the as-
sistant state leader of county
agents, district supervisors of
SCS and PMA farmer fieldmen.
Mr. Willis S. Traylor, chairman
of the local PMA, said a single
policy will govern the soil con-
servation activities of the depart-
ment and the activities will be
carried out through a unified and
interlocking administrative or-
ganization.
Rev. 0. Priddy Gives
Talk At Bethel College
Guest speaker at Bethel Wom-
an's College, flopkinsville, on
Monday, March 12, was the Rev.
0. G. Priddy, pastor of Midway
Baptist Church.
The audience of students and
faculty members heard Mr. Prid-
dy talk on Korea, which was il-
lustrated by colored slides taken
by Mr. Priddy when he was sta-
tioned in Korea as a chaplain.
Though the guest of Bethel, Mr.
Priddy had as his special hostesses
three •inerribers of his own church.
They were Misses Jacqueline
Shoulders, Marjorie Shoulders and
Rose Wood. Miss J. Shoulders is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
T. Shoulders, Miss M. Shoulders,
the daughter of Mr. and Mn. W.
G. Shoulders, and Miss Wood, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Wood. -
The Old Pro Sweats
Enos Slaughter, veteran St.
Louis Cardinals outfielder, takes
a breather in spring training at
St. Petersburg, Fla. Ills face is
bathed in perspiration. Slaughter,
aged 35 by the record book, says
"Us old boys have to work to get
in shape." (AP Wirephoto)
Estimate Made Of
Teacher Pay Raise
$362 Yearly Hike Seen
For County; Teachers
In City To Get $233
Teachers in the Caldwell Coun-
ty school system are expected to
get an average increase of ap-
proximately $362 each per year
from the proposed law of Gover-
nor Lawrence Wetherby which is
expected to 'be passed this week
by a special session of the general
assembly, according to an esti-
mate made by the Legislative Re-
search Commission. The average
salary now being paid in the
county is $1,566.
Teachers in the Princeton dis-
trict are expected to receive an
average increase of $233 per year.
The average now being paid is
$1,855, the report stated.
The exact increase, as well as
the total salary of teachers in
both districts cannot be fully de-
termined until the census of
school children is completed in
April. The new law will provide
$8.78 for each census-pupil in the
district.
Each teacher will not receive
the same increase, it was pointed
I out by Ruel W. Caimes, superin-
tendent of Princeton schools.
Neither does the $1,855 represent
the average of all teachers in the
school system since that sum in-
cludes the salaries of all princi-
pals, agricultural teachers and
coaches who are employed on a
12-month basis, he explained.
Boswell B, Hodgkin, state su-
perintendent of public instruction,
explained that each district will
receive its allotted amount of the
$6,000,000 appropriation. The pay
raise for each individual teacher
will have to .be determined by ex-
perience, training and salary
schedules in the respective dis-
tricts,
Meanwhile, Princeton schools
have applied for additional feder-
al funds for students whose par-
ents are employed in government
agencies in this area. It is not
known how much increase this
will provide until the report is
returned, Mr. Cairnes said.
The Caldwell County schools
are expected to be eligible to par-
ticipate in this fund in a few
more months. ,
Midway Baptist Pastor
Is Rotary Club Speaker
The Rev. 0. G. Priddy, pastor
of Midway Baptist Church, was
guest speaker at the regular
weekly meeting of the Rotary
Club Tuesday night at the First
Christian Church.
He spoke on Korea and showed
films which he made in that
country during Werld War II.
Also at the meeting, Howard
Stone was awarded a five-year
perfect attendance pin with Mel-
vin Franck receiving a one-year
pin.
Guests at the meeting besides
Rev. Priddy were Dr. Joe Jones,
of Dawson Springs; J. L. Wallace.
of Henderson, a nd Thurman
Moore.
UNDERGOES OPERATION
Guy Martin, former resident of
Princeton and now superintend-
ent of the water department of
the Illinois Central railroad in
Chicago, was able to return to
his home there last Saturday af-
ter • major operation at the I. C.
Hospital in Chicago. His condition
Wedneeday was reported as satis-
factory by members of the family.
Houston Metier, student at
iMrs. D. F. Nisbet, Louisville, is Western, spent the weekend with
visiting her sister, Mrs. It A. his parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. G.






Open And Operate The
New Memorial Building
The Blue Cross community hos-
pital service and the Blue Shield
community surgeons and physi-
cians service will be made avail-
able to all residents of Caldwell
County and will be recognized by
the new Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital and all phy-
sicians of the counry,-ClIfton Hol-
lowell, chairman of the 15-mem-
ber hospital board announced
Wednesday.
The announcement was made
after a meeting of the board at
the George Coon Library on
Tuesday night when representa-
tives of the Blue Cross and the
Blue Shield outlined in detail the
program availatle to residents of
the county. A membership cam-
paign of the t w o organizations
will be conducted within a short
time after the hospital is opened
to the public, it was stated.
Both the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield plans are based on group
employment but a period of time'
will be announced when member-
ship in the hospitalization and
physicians insurance will be open
to all residents of the county, it
was explained.
Meanwhile appointment of sev-
eral committees for the opening
and operation of the hospital was
announced by Mr. Hollowell. Fed-
eral inspection of the building is
scheduled for this wee k, after
which minor adjustments are ex-
pected to have to be made, Thom-
as J. Simmons, chairman of the
building committee said. It is
hoped that the building will be
ready for occupancy in about a
month, he added.
Included in the committees is
that of prices and rules, with Dr_
B. K. Amos, Miss Virginia Belt
and Dr. C. H. Jaggers as mem-
bers.
Ground committee: William L
Jones, S. J. Lowry, M. P. Brown,
Jr., and Powell Oldham.
Committee to contact clubs and
organizations: Mrs. Rummy Tay-
lor, Sr., N. B. Cameron and Leo
Walker.
Drugs, dressings and supplies.
E. L. Williamson, Saul Pogroteky
and George Eldred.
Dedication day pragrane Wil-
liam L Jones, J. B. Lester and
George Eldred.
Lighting committee: Howard
McConnell, George Eldred an d
Grayson Harrelson.
Heat and water: Thomas J.
Simmons and N. B. Cameron.
Finance: Saul Pogrotsky, J. B





Discovery of important indus-
trial limestone near Fredonia was
announced last Saturday by the
state agricultural and industrial
development board. These ari--
used extensively in the chemical.
industry, it was stated.
•
A check with Fredellia busi-
nessmen Tuesday revealed that
the ledge was found on the prop-
erty of the Fredonia Valley Quar-
ry, about two miles south of the
town on the Fredonia-Kultawa
highway.
The discovery was made in the
course of a mineral investigation'
being made jointly by the board
and the Kentucky geological
survey.
The survey showed two ledges
of limestone 30 to 36 feet thick,
which contain 88 per cent calcium
carbonate. Similar ledges were
found in Wayne and Pulaski
counties.
The announcement was made
by Phil M. Miles, chief of the
board's mum and minerals di-
vision.
DISTRICT SCOUT MEET
Plans will be made for the an-
nual Scout Camporee, Court of
Honor, at a meeting of the Three
Rivers District, Boy Scouts of
America, to be held at 7:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 20, at the Fre-
donia school, Palmer Vance,
scout executive announces.
Grayson Harrelson will pre-
side at the meeting. All adult
leaders on district committees
are urged to be present, Mr_
Vance said.
Mr. Carl B. Brown, Detroit, is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
• K Brown, West Main street
On his return to Detroit he is to
be inducted into the U. S. Army.

































































































/Entered as rectind class m
atter at Princeton. kty., 
under the Act of Con
gress
at March E. UM 
tinbecription prima: In County, 
$E In State, $2.60; 
Out-of-State, $3; Card
s of
Thanks, $1. Simulations of 
Respect, 2 cents a word. 
Unsolicited ',ennui. 2 cents
• word. Reading notic
es, IS cents a line. 
MEMBER OF THE 
ASSOCIATED PRESS -•The 
Aseociated Press is entitle
d ex-
allusively to the use fur 
republication of all the lo
cal news printed In th
is news-










J014-el B. HUTCHESON. JR
[PITON AMP rusueuest
Motorists On Our Streets
It is extremely 
unfortunate that motorists 
of a community
often forget that a la
ck of courtesy among
 drivel's endangers 
not
only their lives but th
ose of other motorists 
and pedestrians.
We have noticed late
ly that a few aut
omobile drivers and
especially truck drivers are
 violating the no 
double parking kiwis'
of the city with great
er frequency and 
stopping traffic in all di
-
rections for as long as fiv
e to ten minutes.
We know that someti
mes, especially on Sat
urdays, it is diffi-
cult to park downtown, 
but this is no excuse fo
r violating a law
enacted to keep traffic 
moving uninterrupted along 
our city streets
and to keep down co
nfusion that Could result 
in injury to a pe-
destrian.
On East Main Saturday, 
we noticed a 15arked 
truck block-
ing the north side of the 
street and when the driver
 of the next
automobile pulled out of the 
lane to pass, he was forced 
to stop to
avoid hitting an approa
ching vehicle. Before eit
her could pull
back to let the other pass, t
hey were 'blacked by five or
 ten cars on
either side, resulting in a five
 minute traffic snarl.
There are only a few motori
sts in this city who do not 
under-
stand driving courtesy, but 
apparently there are also a f
ew who
understand it only when it is s
poken by a police officer. 
However,
we hope this reminder will 
put a stop to such practices, 
which to
say the least are most di
sgruntling to drivers passing 
through our
city and to those with a place to
 go.
Good News For Burley Men
An additional increase in t
he acreage allotment for tobacco
raisers is good news to tlfe 
farmers. The allotment over 1950 w
ill
be about 12 per cent, which 
still does not raise the amount of acr
e-
age that can be grown to wha
t it was in 1949. This year's allo
tment
though will not be appreciably 
under the 1949 acreage—about 2
Der cent.
The 1950 crop turned out to be a 
short crop which was prin-
cipally responsible for the increa
se that has been granted by the
Department of Agriculture. The 
1950 crop of tobacco amounted to
about 418,000 acres where the 1951 
crop under the new increase
will run approximately 470,000 ac
res. This is an increase of 52,000
acres of tobacco which should inc
rease the poundage grown to the
neighborhood of 580,000,000 pounds.
The new increases will permit quite an ad
ditional amount of
tobacco to be grown, but the Departme
nt of Agriculture is of the
opinion that the new defense spending p
rogram will absorb all that
is grown under the new allotment. Takin
g into consideration that
last year's poundage was far under the esti
mates for the crop, there
should be no difficulty in marketing this year
's increase.
The reduction in acreage of tobacco last year and
 the shortage
in pounds that occurred due to a ,backward season,
 showed up no-
ticeably in bank accounts in most agricultural sectio
ns. If the farm-
ers have a good season this year, the bank accounts sh
ould improve
considerably over what they were this past winter. 
At least they
are looking forward to better prospects in this respect in 1951.
Tribute To Chapman
• The sad news of the death of Senator Virgil Chap
man in i
Washington Thursday morning was received in his home commun
ity
of Bourbon county a short while later as a shock which has been,
perhaps, without parallel in the history of the county.
The impact of the almost unbelievable loss has been such that
expression is still difficult under the stunning realization that his
eloquent voice has been finally stilled, that his stout heart no longer
beats and that his strong hand has been removed from the shoulders
of his beloved people.
Through the untimely death of Virgil Chapman, we are sure
that a great statesman has been lost to the nation in a trying hour.
We know that the people of Kentucky have lost a great advocate.
The people of his home community have lost, indeed, a great friend.
The Kentuckian-Citizen, his home-town newspaper, leaves
the larger tributes the hour seems to demand to other associates of
Senator Chapman, hoping to remain, rather, on the plane of sim-
plicity reserved for his old-time friends and neighbors. We who
knew him best here at home knew him for traits of sterling char-
acter which will be the truest measure of his worth.
For his rugged honesty, for his high integrity, for his intense
loyalty and for his lofty purpose. We remember him through many
years Since first he enlisted his services under the 'banner of exalted
principle—a banner which fluttered to the ground Thursday on what
seems to us to have_been the very threshold of an even greater
stewardship, unsullied still by the sacrifice of a single conviction.
His fine virtues far transcended his faults, to a degree only
recording of the scroll will reveal eventually. He was our friend,
tried and true. Our hearts are heavy today here in •Bounbon county
because of his death. —(The Paris Kentuckian-Citizen)
G I Housing Law Can Help
;at With only four months remaining to take advantage of it,
 very
few veterans have applied for direct loans from the Veterans
 Ad-
ministration to build homes. Veterans of World War II have unt
il
June 30, 1951 to take advantage of the law.
It is regrettable that only home loans may be financed directly
through the Veterans Administration. There has been a great need
here for business loans and other provisions of the G. I. Bill of
Rights. The housing situation was responsible for the passing of this
bill granting direct loans by the Veterans Administration.
Housing will be short here this year and a number of new
homes are being planned. The cost of building is prohibitive in
many cases unless 'financing on easy terms may be secured.
1- Of course, there are restrictio
ns, under this law as there are
under other laws. The cost must not exceed $10,000.00. It must be
for the purchase, or construction of the home, or for the construc-
tion or improvement of a farmhouse. The veteran must be unable to
obtain from a bank or other private lender a loan for such purposes
at 4 per cent interest. The veteran also must be a satisfactory
credit risk, make a cash down payment on the purchase price, and
be eligible for the loan. He must not have ever obtained a VA
guaranteed or insured loan in the past.
A representation from the Veterans Administration said that
the Veterans Administration wanted the homes to be modern and
assets to the community. He said that the VA was not as strict as
the FHA on specifications, but that it would be easier to receive ap-
proval on good, well planned and well designed homes.
Veterans who•wish to take advantage of the loan designed for
their 'benefit should apply direct to the Loan Guaranty Division of
the Veterans Administration, Regional Office, 1406 West Broadway,
Louisville, Kentucky, for full particulars.
The difference in interest between 6 per cent interest and
4 per cent interest on 910,000 is $200. In addition, terms of payment
are much lower than from a private institution. It is centainly
worth consideration by Veterans who are interested in a home—and
who isn't? —(The Advocate-Yeoman)
Why Not Read?
This sounds like a silly question but there
 are so many people
who seldom expand their mental vision
 through the simple process
of reading a book. With pulbli
c libraries available, there is no need
for an individual to go to any
 unnecessary expense to become in-
formed. For a few cents, or les
s, a volume can be secured upon
almost any subject that interests the 
individual.
Little Chips
By J. S. H.
The spring offensive, to some
people, will begin when the uni-
pire cries, "Play Ball." .
*
Whenever art individual dis-
agrees with y o u, he Is either
smarter than you, in which case
he should have your respect, or
he is dumber, in which case he
should have your sympathy.
* * * *
For today's infant, life is safer
in countless ways. For example,
with $10 worth of groceries at
present prices, it is well nigh
Impossible to smother the babe
in its go-cart.
* * * *
The FCC is going to look into
deep necklines on TV. It isn't of-
ten Government investigators get
an assignment like that. — St.
Louis Post Dispatch.
* * * .*
Most critics, it is said, are more
concerned with their criticism
than the subject considered; how-
ever, I am willing to risk that in
answering the following letter




In the February 22 issue of
your paper there was an article
about the Rotary Club meeting
held Tuesday, February 20, in
which you stated that I was a na-
tive of Russia. I am not. I am a
native of Ukraine. I do not, know
who gave you the information, I
would appreciate it if you would






I am not a student of Russian
history and I have never been
I'm tired of paying taxes . . .
and who isn't?
And it is not just the fact that
this is the week of March 15 and
federal income tax time has rol-
led around again which prompts
that observation.
It's the fact that in the past 15
or 20 years the mental processes
of public officials have undergone
a great change.
Once upon a time the idea was
to operate government as eco-
nomically as possible. At least,
that's the way we remember it.
If some new public service was
considered, then the men respon-
sible, t e township trustees',
county earranialionera, City tOtITI
cilmen or whatever, wrestled long
and earnestly with themselves.
They had to be convinced of
the necessity of a new service be-
fore they were willing to levy
the additional taxation which in-
evitably, sooner or later, must be
levied to pay for each new or ex-
panded service.
Today, the public officials of
my acquaintance—city, county,
state and federal—all seem to ap-
proach the problem from a dif-
ferent direction. They decide first
if a thing is desirable then go
ahead, figuring that somewhere,
somehow, they'll find tax money
to pay for it.
The whole idea is all wrong. It
has led to bureaus, departments,
divisions and units of government
which are unnecess.ary, undesira-
ble, and uneconomic.
Nobody's going to quarrel with
the real needs of any unit of gov-
ernment. Some of them don't get
even the money they really need
to function. But there are little
bureaucrats in all levels of gov-
ernment who jealously defend
their big budgets--but who ac-
tually aren't serving the public
as a whole at all.
It's not my intention to single
out any individual, or any unit rif
government for censure. It is ob-
viously way past time that the
men responsible for the spending
of public money took a hard look
behind the Iron CUrtain except
by reading the books of those w
ho
have penetrated, it. However,
 if
you are familiar with American
history you will understand what
I mean when I say that the
Ukraine is to Russia what Texas
is to the U. S.
In fact, the Ukrainians are the
Texans of Russia. They believe
they can fight, drink, ride, sing
and make love better than any-
body else in the rw o r Id. The
country was a borderland—that's
what "Ukraine" means—and like
Texas it was originally settled by
outlaws, horse thieves and land-
hungry farmers. The Ukrainians
concede that their men and horses
are 'bigger, their women a little
prettier, than any others in Rus-
sia. They believe they won the
war, with little help from the
rest of Russia and none worth
mentioning from the outside
world. Nor is this conviction al-
together unreasonable for one
soldier out of every five in the
Red Army was a Ukrainian and
their land was the great battle-
field of the war.
Even the country, I am told,
looks a good deal like Texas—flat,
dry prairie, shading off in the
south to semidesert. It grows the
best wheat in the Soviet Union.
I will, however, concede that
you are a native of the Ukraine,
but I maintain that you also are
a native of Russia. I realize that
when I say this I am violating an
old western rule of etiquette
which could be applied to your
homeland: "Never ask a man
where he comes from. If he's a








around them to see where they
can peel off a lot of fat.
These thoughts are prompted
by the 'peculiar conditions under
which this, special session of the
General Asserrfoly was called.
The session is for one purpose
--to allocate' $9,250,000 dollars to
three or four different channels.
There's no quibbling about the
need. But where is the nine mil-
lion dollars coming from in 1952,
And in 1955? And in 1960?
Sooner or later the bubble of
inflation is bound to burst and
when it does, not only will tax in-
come fall off, it's going to be con-
siderably harder for each of us
to pay the taxes already levied.
- --As Mdivithial incomes get -smal-
ler, so will the state's tax income.
And, when that time comes, the
state will need a lot more money
for such generally useful things
as public works. We could put a
lot of men to good, useful work
fixing up our State highways,
giving us a first class road sys-
tem in time of depression—if we
had the money.
But we'll look to the federal
government when that time
comes. And that, of course, means
our gigantic federal taxes will
continue as a severe burden on
the entire economy. Or we go on
With deficit spending which must,
in time, bankrupt the whole na-
tion.
It's a bad, bad situation. it's one
about which each of you can do
something. Ask the men running
for office—for township trustee
or county commissioner, for may-
or or councilman, for state seator
or representative, for whatever
office—ask each of them what
they plan to do about the lavish
spending of hard earned tax dol-
lars.
It's a lot easier to tax and tax
than it is to economize and econ-
omize. But somebody's got to
start cutting back public expen-
ses sometime.
It might as well be now, when
we know that we must foot a big
national defense bill for at the
very least the next few years.
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as such. Thus we los
t, in those
times, much of the appea
l of our
forests and our scene
ry, our
flowers and our birds.
Travelers in more recent time
s
have told us that we have as 
great
scenery here as any that poets
 of
Europe have immortalized; all 
we
have larked is a literature 
that
takes advatnage of this natu
ral
beauty. A very few writers in 
the
period of the Revolutionary 
War
dared tr.) praise scenery fo
r its
own sake. I have known 
many
people who would have bitterly
condemned St. John de Creve-
couer of that time if they had, or
could have, read his writings on
American scenery, plants, and
animals. They would have called
it paganism.
Some of the early sects went
so far as to call a love of beauty
idolatry; loving an object in na-
ture was supposed to detract from
one's love of the Creator Himself,
quite the opposite view of the
romantic poets on whose works
you and I were reared.
Dr. Warren H. Wilson, in his
masterly study QUAKER HILL,
calls attention to the fact that
though the views from this fam-
ous old Quaker settlement are
among the finest in America, no
Quaker, during the 'more than a
century and a half of its history,
had ever written a%-.poem inspir-
ed 'by this scenery or attempted
to express on canvas any of the
sights from the lofty plateau on
which the town is 'built. Simi-
larly, our ancestors occasionally
had some appreciation for flow-
ers and trees, but it is a queer
fact that many a person who set
out trees in profusion around his
house also cut down ruthlessly
every forest on his estate.
Where I was reared, it was
quite the thing to love roses and
chrysanthemums and bachelor's
buttons; but it was thought cran-
ky for anyone to love jack-in-th;
pulpit or water lilies or golden-
rod. Likewise it was an evidence
of insanity for anyone to speak
feelingly about the glory of a
sunset or the wide prospect from
a hilltop. Some of the bitterest
aissat 
'owl°
things I ever heard were 
uttered
in condemnation of people 
who
loved 'music or painting or 
who
wandered aimlessly in the woods
without rod or line or gun.
Many times I have been amazed
at the cultural richness of 
Ignor-
ant immigrants, a richness that
certainly made our bleakness look
even more 'bleak. 1 recall wat
ch-
ing a crew of skilled Italians,
none of whom could speak a con-
nected English sentence' or read
one in their own language, doing
some very artistic making of ter-
razzo. Even the boss of the crew
had to communicate 'with the
workers in a half-English, half-
Italian jargon. Bus, as they work-
ed, they hummed or whistled
snatches of Italian opera that we
associate with dress-up rich peo-
ple, who have time and leisure
to learn great music. Many a per-
son who passed by the workers
probably felt a sort of contempt




mindful that these same 
ignoram-
uses had treasures that many of
us never even suepee
t exist. Of




of them have used' 
them even
when they brought them
, but we
have usually lumped all
 foreign-
ers into a single 
category, like
the small boy whom 
I taught
forty and ipore years 
ago, who
could thine of nothing 
extraor-
dinary about the people
 of' Hol-
land except that they c
ould not
talk plainly.
In spite of a good deal of 
whole-
some change for the better 
in the
more than a half century 
that I
remember well, it is still, in 
many
circles, a bit dangerous for 
a boy,
especially, to declare his lo
ve for
anything artistic, unless it be 
the
lines of a new car or a new 
TV
set. 'Many of my students who 
are
musicians or artists tell me that
they have to be athletes or 
oth-
erwise show their prowess to be
let alone to study things-that mo
re
primitive men condemned as bad
and more modern ones haw
demried as sissy , or uselek
sure that I could take yeti
short drive in my own 10"
now and find plenty
who doubt the morality
who would stoop to
lure or to play on an
or to know the name
wayside flower. But, a,
these old-fashioned pt.. ; ,
hardly so (Mni I as they
ancestors were and are
I hope, to have you jailed




Thomas A. Edison teak out
patents covering various a
of the distribution of eleett
One of the first dates in
television was a test rends
England in 1928 by the late
L. Baird.
Texas has more miles si
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 1951 offerings of the motorcar
industry have had a chance to strut their
stuff, we ask you—can there be" any doubt which
is the really smart buy?
If you want a "new look"—Buick has it. That
sturdy push-bar forefront says "1951" to all
who see it—and provides unsurpassed front-end
protection to boot.
If you want power that you can live with
through many moons to come—Buick has that
too. Years of expert engineering have made
Buick's thrill-packed Fireball engine just about
as dependable as a power plant can he.
If you want features that combine present
pleasure with long-time durability, consider
this:
Buick's level-going ride stems from coil sprints
on all four wheels which are virtually break.
proof and never need servicing.
Buick's Dynaflow Drive* takes the strain out
if every mile of driving—and pays off by elimi-
nating any need for friction clutch repairs and
replacements, by reducing engine and transmis-
sion upkeep, and lengthening life of tires.
Ilideeseers is 1104D11143TX11, mom*, et sewe *ow ••
rove Cry to 0,gooter
ToroI.5f NIT S. TANN?. C Notoreril, sooty Moor* oroolog
No other car provides all Misr
DYNAFLOW DRIVE - soros
drain on driver and oar
FIREBALL POWER - hiolt-torn•
prossion, volv•-in-hoad •nginogot, /Ivor. good from every dropOF tool
PUS14-5AR FOREFRONT - corn-
brnos smart dyle and unsur-
passed protection
WMITE-GlOW INSTRUMENTS-
greater clarity at night
4-WHEEL COIL SPRINGING -
cushions ride, eaves oorrkrog
cost.
TOROUE-TUBE DRIVE-rfeadier
WHEN &ETTER AUTOMOEILES ARE
ride, improves driving oontrol
DUAL VENTILATION - outside
air fed separafe/y to right or






body by Fisher 
•entlnit,
lour luteK W14 BUILD THIN
If you want room and comfort and handl
that make any trip a breeze—there's no simpl
way to find them than to take over a '51 Bui
SPECIAL, SUPER or ROADMASTER—TelaX
enjoy yourself.
And if you want all this at a minimum outla
of dollars—one look at Buick prices will se
this point.
So the smartest thing you can do is get in tou
with your Buick dealer. How about doing th
right now?
11PM/Ro.o& oroomorldo, oral. 
ow/
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(Sy ltdbert 2 
Geiger)
en the U. S. 
Department of
uhare got behind a Victors
plogram in World War
deeided it needed a "guinea
city gardister.
was proposed an 
"average"
dweller he chosen, that he
the garden the government
intended and that the agri-
rui expi•rts observe the trou-
he encountered.
en the experts proposed t
o
ban smooth out his difficul-
and in so doisig help solve
common problems of many
ry Gardeners.
at .guinea pig" was Ernest
Illsore, of the department's
ultural Research Division in
listen. He lives in Bethes-
d, a Washington submb.
ae of Moore's experiences
the Victory Garden he plant-
ir several successive years in
Id War U are of interest to
WHAT MOORE DIBCOVE111ED
Here are some of Moore's OW:
The model garden plan publish-
ed by the department was label-
led "Scheme for a Very Small
Garden 30 x 50 feet."
Mrs. Moore canned almost 200
quarts of vegetables from a gar-
den of this site, after the family
of four had fresh produce from
it all season, but 'Moore says this
is more space than most city gar-
deners have available.
"That plan can be compressed,
however, merely by shortening
the rows and crowding the rows
closer together to suit spaoe,"
Moore says.
"For instance, the plan shows
18 inches between the rows of
carrots and beets. These can be
reduced to one foot, and there
still will be plenty of room to
work the crops. I believe all the
row-spaces on this plan can be
reduced for city gardeners, if
space is at the premium."
SISTERS LOSE THEIR TONSILS! Reaction ranging from the verge of tears to unconcern are reg-
istered according to age by the five little Brennan sisters as they await tonsil operations by Dr. Wil-
liam Wood (right) at Carney Hospital, Boston, Mass. Daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M.
Brennan of nearby Quincy they are (left to right) Geraldine, 8; Regina, 7; Dolores, 5; Mary 4, being
caressed by Dr. 'Wood to stave off tears and Dianne, 3, eyeing surgeon apprehensively. The opera-
tions were successful and everyone was scheduled to go home Friday. (AP Wirephoto)
average family of four can raise 
present crop of amateur gar- PREFERS 25 BY 30 FEET most of its-summer vegetables in Trainer Burch A
rs. Moore says he believes the a plot 25 x 30 feet, especially if
tools or small wheel tools. urt W• inner Fordone by hand '"• •
 • •— most of the work is 
Here are other things Moor e
recommends:
is compartment for Princeton Creamery's Homogenized Vit-1
in D MAO will give you extra driving power!"
Hopkinsv Hie Street
Measured by the carat, as jewels are, it
isn't worth its weight in salt.
But measured by the ton, and burning
fiery red in a steam boiler, it's worth all the jewels
in the world a hundred times over!
Because coal generates the power that spins the
wheels of Mid-American industry. . . it owns out
the goods ... it brings in the money . . it meets
the payrolls that make the markets for farmers'
crops, for storekeepers' rterchandise, for industry's
Coal has made our lives in Mid-America what
they are today.
That's why the Illinois Central is proud that it
sank the first shaft coal mine in Illinois, made
early experiments burning coal instead of wood in
locomotives—started the coal businas rolling.
Ninety-five years ago this month the report of an
Illinois Central geologist started Eastern business
men talking about Mid-America as an industrial
center.
Today they're talking again. And today, more than
ever before, they are seeing Mid-America as the
land of renewed industrial and agricultural
Opportunity.
The Illinoia Central today, as it has for 100 years,
continua to work for the welfare of all those it
terve*, for the future of the Illinois Central is the
future of Mid-America.
1. Be careful not to plant too
much of one crop at one time.
He planted too many lima beans.
After the family ale quantities of
them, Mrs. Moore canned dozens
of quarts.
2. Take good care of the gar-
den and use plenty of fertilizer.
This will make the crops grow
faster. A small garden thus pro-
duces as much or more than a
larger one that is 1e9s efficiently
managed.
3. Be sure you get tit* best seed
varieties for your locality. For
instance the government -model'
garden shows Marglobe and Ear-
liana tomatoes as two good varie-
ties to plant. This recommenda-
tion is made because these varie-
ties can be grown in most parts
of the U. S. But there are hybrid
tomatoes on the market, tailor-
made for some localities. Seeds
are scarce for some of these by-
brids. But your county agent or
agricultural college knows wheth-
er one of these hybrids is suite-
ble for your garden and if it is
obtainable
it. A gardener is at least 50 per
cent better off If he can plant
his garden within range of irriga-
tion water. Moore byes in one of
the metitest areas of the country
and yet he says he irrigated his
garden during "dry spells" and
found this of great benefit.
5. Use a mulch on top of the
soil. This keeps the ground cooler
and damper and speeds growth.
Use at r if you ca n get it.
Leaves, especially if they have
been in a compost pile, also are
good. In the south pine needles
may be available, and they make
good mulch, but acid. Sawdust
e !so is good, but it rubs the soil
of nitrogen that must be replaced
by use of fertilizer. Moore rates
grass clippings as "not so good"
for mulch. He would not use
peat moss under any circumstan-
ces as it blows away easily and
is too expensive.
6. Don't grow pole beans unless
poles are readily available, eith-
er from a woods or other source.
Moore says he had to pay up to
15 cents each for poles at a lum-
ber yard and this made bean
growing too expensive. He now
plants bush beans of a new var-
iety, caned "ToPrrop." They re-
quire no poles.
"Last but not least the home
gardener has to have an eagle eye
for bugs," Moore says.
Past 49 Years
Miami, Fla. — The name is
Preston Morris Buret'.
Burch has long been tops on
the American racing scene be-
cause the horses he parades post-
ward often give a good account
of themselves. Among his fellow
horsemen he is also held in high
regard and served several times
as president of the American
Trainers Association.
Not only did Burch send out
in 1950 horses which won a total
of $651,339 in purse money, but
he made the unprecedented rec-
ord of getting 17 of his horses in
the winner's circle for stake rac-
es. He also had 17 seconds and 10
thirds in stakes.
The Preston is for his father,
the late William Preston Burch
who started training horses in
1965 after serving on Gen. Wade
Hampton's Confederate staff.
The Morris is for an uncle, the
late Green B. Morris, who train-
ed Apollo, the 1882 Kentucky
Denby winner.
Fntsr WON IN IAN
Preston Morris Burch, ma r e
'familiarly known on racing pro-
grams as P. 'M. Burch, sent out
his first winner 49 years ago at
the old 'Gravesend t r ac k in
Brooklyn.
Under Burch's guidairce last
year the Brook:made Stable fin-
ally broke the money winning
stranglehold which Calurnet Farm
held for five years.
Greek Ship was Burch's top
racer in 1950. Previously he con-
ditioned such Standouts as Are-
Ilsorti and White Clover 11—both
Belmont Stakes winners.
However, the horse which
stands out best in Burch's mind
is George Smith. He raced at the
time when Burch was general
manager for John Stanford's rac-
ing string. The outbreak of World
War I forced Burch to return to
America. He had been training
Sanford horse in Europe.
While attending the races at
Havre de Grace in 1915, Burch
Pointed out George Smith to San-
ford and told him that it was
his opinion that the colt would
become a great 3-year-old. Ne-
gotiations began that August and
the deal to purchase the juvenile
was elated two months later.
The horse was trained for his
1916 Kentucky Derby victory by
Hollie Hughes but the following
Auction Sale
TUESDAY, MARCH 20-10:30 A. M.
Two Good Work Mules, One Wagon, Harness,
140 Bales Alfalfa Hay, 100 Bu. Corn, C. -e Avery
Mower Almost New, One Hay Rake, Plows, Har-
rows, Drills And Lots Of Other Tools, Two Lawn
One Electric Washing Machine, One Kelvinator
Refrigerator -- 10 cu. ft., One Kelvinator Deep
Freeze, One Roper Gas Stove, Three Beds With
Mattresses And Springs, One Antique Sideboard,
One Breakfast Table And Four Chairs, Two Dres-
sers, One Chest Of Drawers, Two Rockers Like
New, Lots Of Choirs, Rugs, Tables, Mirrors And
Many Other Things Not Mentioned Here.
Wider Corn Rows
Have Advantages
year when Hughes went into the
Army, Burch took over.
"George Smith was a great
one," recalls Burch. "In his first
start he set a new track record
for 41/2 furlongs and in his final
race he established a new 1'4-
mile mark in the Bowie Handi-
cap. In that race he defeated
Omar Khayyam, the 1917 Derby
winner, and Exterminator, the
1918 Derby 'winner. To my recol-
lection it's the only time that
three Derby winners were in the
same race and finished one-two-
three."
During his long career Burch
trained and raced horses in
France, Belgium, Italy and Ger-
many. He has worked for William
duPont, Harry LaMontagne, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Jeffords, Long-
champs Stable and the Howe
Stable, among others.
Plant scientists of the Ohio Ex-
periment Station and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture find
the wider spaced rows have ad-
vantages, especially adapted to
farmers in the East. The 60-inch
spacing permits the seeding of
wheat with small tractor machin-
ery 'between the standing rows of
unharvested corn at the ideal
time. Then the corn can be pick-
ed with a mechanjeal harvester
after it gets fully dry.
Since the coming of the tractor,
many farmers have ceased to
favor the good old practice of
rotating corn for feed, wheat for
cash and bedding, and meadow for
forage and soil building. The 40-
Inch corn rows are too narrow
for small tractor seeding machin-
ery, and If farmers plant a full-
season corn h ybr id and let it
stand until dry enough for stor-
age,. it isn't ready for mechanical
harvest until October, which is a
month late for seeding wheat. if
they plant an early hybrid, so
they can get the corn off before
they plant the wheat, they have
to take lower yields.
The state and federal experi-
menters report that with a full-
season hybrid on good land dur-
ing a favorable season, the 60-
inch rows yield fully as much corn
as an early hybr id in 40-inch
spaced rows. In anition, the 60-
inch rows make It practical to
mechanically seed the wheat and
harvest the corn at the right time
and so follow the traditional se-
quence of corn, wheat and mea-
dow crops to best advantage.
At present, Burch is training
Bold, a Kentucky Derby eligible
at Hialeah.
WON FIRST START EASILY
Bold, a By Jirnminy-Little Reb-
el colt, lost only once as a 2-year-
old. He won a trial at Aiken, S.
C., last spring and when he got
to the races on Nov. 6 for his first
official start he won a 51/24urlong
sprint at Jamaica by seven
lengths.
Eleven days later in the Pimli-
co Puturity he led until the
stretch and finished second to Big
Stretch. On Nov. 23 he won the
Endurance Handicap at Bowie
but swerving in the stretch he
was disqualified.
Dawson Road
Mrs. Hester Powell .and Mrs.
George Franklin were in Dawson
Springs Saturday.
Everett Sheble and little son
visited Mi. George Franklin one
day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Galloway
and son, Ovid, were in Princeton
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
and Leon Powell visited Mr.
Burch has several other 3-year-
olds eligible for the Deity but
Bold appears as Brookmeade's
best bet. New York handicapper
John B. Campbell rates Bold pret-
ty high, too. In his Experimental
weights the By Jimrniny colt
ranks eighth, being scheduled to
tarry 115 pounds.
Charles . Hails recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Creed Thurman
attedded the show in Princeton
Sunday afternoon.
Robert Powell and Adrian Pool
attended services at the N o rt ii
Side Baptist Church Sunday
night.
Mrs. Sadie Poe and Mrs. A. W.
Fuller were in Princeton Satur-
day.
The violet is the state flower of
New Jersey.
There is no official difference—
no specifications to fit—a brook,
a creek or a river. All thr e e
names have been applied in many
different ways in local usage.
During the 1940s the number of
non-farm homes without private
bathing facilities was decreased
from 7,100,000 to 6,800,00 in the
United States.
More American families now
awn their own homes than ever
before in history-53 per cent
of all occupied dwellings.
SEE THIS WONDER BARGAIN AT
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
GE "Speed Cooking" RANGE
Come in for a thrilling demonstratio
n of this budget-p
full-sized General Electric Range!
You can have all the joys of "Spe
ed Cooking"-
fast, better meals, and shining clean
liness!
MI-SPUD GAMMA UNITS—with 
five exact cookir
BM NASTIER OVEN—bakes, broils, 
roasts—with e/ 4 Said
MCI THAW COOKU-6-qt deep
-well cooker 1, allekstl securecyt
soma! Ar easy, 
economical
Conte in today! It's 411 teal buyiPRINCETON 
I'AMRFII 
.
Effemgineering advancements make traditional Dodge dependability
GERM MIN' THAN EVER
Tax COME reputation for depend-ability and king car life is a matter
of reoard ... a record of 37 years ...
a record no other ear an match.
And with the many new advance-
.ments engineered into the great '51
Dodge, this famous dependability
makes Dodge an even bigger value,
an even bigger dollar buy.
For example, new Ori&rar Shock
Absorbers smooth out the bumpiest
roads In give you a level, more com-
fortable ride ... smother the jolts ...
saince weer us vital dumb pest&
Cudiews Increiliggras:ts
leweet 
Immilem. 'Lag milh Mid Dabs
makes handling easier and smoother
for you.. But equally important, Dodge
Fluid Drive cushions the power
thrusts from engine to rear wheels.
Starts and stops arc soft and smooth.
Your car and your tires last longer.
Yes, everything about this great new
Dodge—theway it looks, rides and
,—tells you that here's a car
built to deliver years ancr'miles of
dependable, low-cost service.
5 minutes toils why. Give us Just
Ave minutes. Let us show you how
yea mid pay op to $1,000 more
and AM not get all the extra rocas.
Isgiyz rue and gg
pest -w 
r96 1 (lie=ha 











































































Mrs. Iva Merrick and Mrs. Eli-
'za Young spent Monday with Mrs.
Malcolm ?Root.
Mrs. B. J. Bland spent Monday
with Mrs. Oribie Stone. '
Mrs. Eugene Wood visited her
mother, M r s. Herman P'Pool
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young vis-
ited Mr. and Mrs. Edward Boaz
and family Tuesday night.
Mrs. George P'Pool spent Tues-
day with Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
P'Pool.
Mrs. Dot Axburg, who has been
in Germany for sometime with
her husband, is now at the home
of her mother, Mrs. Roberta
Glass.
Little Linda Sue McKinney,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
McKinney, celebrated her first
birthday Tuesday night, March 6.
Cake and ice cream were served
to Mrand Mrs. Willie Williams
and Kay, Mr.- and Mrs. Clinton
Sivilla, Tommie, Sue and Ronnie
Sivills, Stanley 'McKinney, Kath-
ryn McKinney a n d Ernestine
Mitchell.
Miss Ernestine Mitchell spent
Thursday with Mrs. Onbie Stone.
Miss Maxine Cummins sp en t
the weekend with Miss Ethelene
Cummins.
Mr. Jess Bland spent the week-
end with his daughter, Mrs. El-
liott Mitchell, and family.
Miss Mary Eula Steger, Hop-
kinsville, spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Sivills and
family.
Mr. John Hart went to Memphis
Saturday where he will receive
treatment for a week or ten days,
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Higgins and
f&mily visited Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Smith Sunday.
Misses Bonnie and Minnie Gray,
Rosa Nell Hall and Mr. L. W.
Merrick were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. ,O rbie
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON KENTUCKY
Former Resident's Wife
Wins Top Prize In Cake
Baking In California
Walter Angle, former resident
of Princeton and a graduate of
Butler High School, together with
their three children, enjoys the
best orange cakes in California,
according to a recent report in
the Daily Press of Riverside,
California.
Mr. Angle was employed by the
McConnell Electric Company for
several years and is a nephew of
Mrs. Lillie Murphy. He has made
his home in Arlington, Call,
for the last several years. Fol-
lowing is the story of Mrs. An-
gle's prize winning cake which
appeared in the newspaper, along
with two pictures taken at San
Bernardino:
Mrs. Walter Angle, 27, Arling-
ton, mother of three, was acclaim-
ed Southern California's best
orange cake baker when she won
the 1950 National Orange Show's
oontest against 35 other finalists
for the title.
Mrs. Angle's cake was describ-
ed by the judges as "an old-fash-
ioned, three-layed orange cake
FAMECHON GOES DOWN IN SECOND ROUND: Ray Farnechon, 
with an orange marmalade iiil-
"Eur an featherweight boxing champion, hits the canvas in sec- ling. She had difficulty in re-
ond round of his fight with Cincinnati's Eddie Burgin at Cincin- menibering the recipe by exact





quit," -and walked toward his corner. Warndorf stopped the fight
long 
husband
I neverand awarded Burgin a TKO. Farnechon later said he didn't mean 
and three children so
have to measure the ingredientshe wanted to quit. (AP Wirephoto)
Stone and Gene.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm - P'Pool
and boys were Sunday dinner
guests .of Mr. and Mrs. Dutch
Cummins and family of Prince-
ton. .
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Chambers
were visitors here over the week-
end, due to the illness and death
of Mr. Dock Chambers.
Ancient war chariots h ad no
springs, the body being mounted
directly on the axle.







Phone 2075 Princeton, Ky.
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WHO V-111 OR SCE POWS, —OW" PORDOIRATIC• ORM
Only Ward ha fa bid aeon you a plot of Gamow, -A or Sta
melee. Both rms. el rosaloadirei getaway and power.
Ant raw Porelornatie. (Moo rem you th• Anent,. name
flexible eatornotrodaiwaiagevort It's • rood ploe ,or pearbare.
New Machine Puts
Apples In Package
With the help of a newly de-
veloped device for putting apples
into consumer-size packages, the
prepackaging can be dune from
50 lo 100 per cent faster than
bagging apples by hand, and la-
bor costs for prepackaging are cut
almost'in half.
The new device consists pri-
marily of a chute into which the
apples flow automatically. The
operator slips the transparent
plastic bag over the chute, tilts
the chute, and the apples slide
rattler than drop into the bag. It
was worked out by the Washing-
ton state Apple Advertising Com-
mission, under a contract with the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
in co-operation with the State
College of Washington.
When the device is used to pre-
package apples in four-pound
plain transparent film bags, the
cost of marketing the fruit can
be reduced below the cost of mar-
keting it in the conventional
standard apple box. Although the
film bags are an added expense to
the apple packer, offsetting sav-
ings were found in reduced re-
tailing spoilage losses, and less re-
tail labor expense.
The snore important features of
the new device are that it reduces
manpower requirements, speeds
up prepackaging operations, and




Carlisle Orange Unit No. 1I
of the American Legion Auxiliary
will sponsor a "pound party" at
7.p. m., Friday, March 16, at the
1:egion Home on the Cadiz road
in honer of the American Le-
gion's 32zni birthday, it is an-
nounced
WH)IOM* D( COMO% ,
Rough road. aor tamed arnewernmesooth by suer
Automatie Ride. Contrat. Adjoane the rla• to tern owl
And Y.,  red. Nola ozarnathly, Ws— thuds to lOwlis•
Brakes leak ailleroonbar pr oftetlow
Yaw 'an pay more.
but you malt buy bissems
WON MOOR Ammar* GOAUTY BURS IN
Twill lad Teed bunt for fie• Paw. alma& For Ford's
=shoed. .•••••.••






re°111"4" FORD \"fibs alP • rip NO
RANDOLPH MOTORS
W. Main Phone 2028
ego 1110-dieatiar AM Feral tasire -Afrovs/ily Mist;odmmiloollk
KondoiNI owe lideadog *rough PrIday. 8400 AAA. fe 340 P.M.
any more."
Mrs. Angle won a 1950 model
gas range as the top Prize in the
contest in which more than 500
cake bakers entered originally.
The final competition was held on
floor of the show's largest exhibit
hall with thousands of spectators
watching the 'field of 32 women
and four men mix and bake their
cakes at tables and ranges in-
stalled for the contest.
M r s. Angel's cake recipe fol-
lows:
ORANGE MARMALADE CAKE
3 cups sifted flour; 4 teaspoons
baking powder; 1/2 teaspoon salt;
3/4 cup shortening; 13/4 cups sugar;
3 eggs ell-beaten; 1/2 cup orange
juice; 1NeTablespoon lemon juice;
grated rind of 1 orange; 1/2 cup
water.
Sift flour, baking powder and
salt; cream shortening with sugar
until fluffy; add eggs and beat
thoroughly; mix juices, orange
rind and water; add sifted dry in-
gredients and liquid alternately—
beating well after each addition.
Pour into greased pans; bake at
350-degrees F 30 mins. Makes
three 8-inch layers. Cool. Spread
orange marmalade filling between
layers. Frost tap and sides with
seven minute icing.
Orange marmalade filling: 11/4
cup orange marmalade.
1 cup chopped walnuts.
SEVEN MINUTE FROSTING
2 unbeaten egg whitce; 11/2 cupe
sugar; dash of salt, 5 tablespoons
water; 11/2 teaspoons light corn
syrup; one teaspoon vanilla.




The faster and more experienc-
ed seniors coped the 1951 cham-
pionship last week in the inter-
class basketball tournament at
Fredonia High School. Led by vet-
erans Charles Vinson, Arnold
Wigginton, Philip Brown, Edwin
Moore, Jimmy Riley and Frank
All 'members of the American
Legion and their families are cor-
dially invited to attend while all
Auxiliary members are asked to
bring sandwiches and all other
women are asked to bring a
pound of food, it was stated.
Cobb
Cobb Homemakers met for
their regular meeting February
27, in the home of Mrs,,,H. P.
White.
Eighty-nine per cent of the
club was 'present and answered
the roll call with the most out-
standing things in the lives of
George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln,
Mrs. Lucille P'Pool gave a talk
on her trip to Farm and Home
Week at Lexington.
Mrs. Ora Bryant presided for
the business session.
Mrs. Earl Wood and Mrs. Ora
Bryant gave the major lesson on
bound, piped and triangle button
holes. They also gave helpful
hints on how to make the exact
size and how to determine the
placing of the button holes so as
to have a more accurate con-
structed garment when completed.
The recreation leader, Mrs.
Wood, led in games and singing.
Fruit juice and cookies were
served by the hostess.
Those present were the home
agent, Miss Wilma Vandiver, and
Mesdames Vernon White, Rob
MeCalis.er, Ora Bryant, cline
Murphy, Geneva Murphy, Etta
Taylor, Lucille P'Pool, Clyde
Wood, Earl Wood, Herman White,
Elijah Lamb, Otis Smiley, John
Dunn. Dorothy Holloway.
Visitors were Master Wayne
Murphy, and Misses Johnnie
Mildred Bryant, and Bonnie Jo
Holloway.
Faught, their lowest winning
margin was 27 points.
In the first game of the tourney
the freshmen defeated a scrappy
eighth grade quintet 48-20. The
following day the sophomores ran
over the seventh grade, 47,21, af-
ter being held in check during
the first half.
In the first game of the semi-
finals the seniors walloped the
freshmen 86-27 and the juniors
conquered the sophomores 58-30.
In the final game 'between the
seniors and juniors, an inspired
junior quintet spurred on by the
ardent boosting of most of the
student body, trailed by only five
points at the half-way mark. The
seniors displayed top basketball
playing in the last half, however,
and chalked up a final tally of
88-41 for the championship.
When Nasty Colds Leave You
WEAK AND RUNDOWN
NADACOL CAN HELP
If Your System Lacks Vitamins 8,, 11,, Niacin
and Iron, Which HADACOL Contains
When • nasty eciid leaves you in • weakened and run-downcondition, HADACOL can help build you up If your system is lack-ing in Vitamins B., B., Niacin and Iron, important elements con-tained in HADACOL. Many folks have found that this fine familyformula helps overcome these deficiencies and soon they feel goodagain.
Mrs. A. it:nines, 141 East
13th St, Port Arthur, Texas,
gave HADACOL to her young
son, Floyd. after he had re-
covered from a bad cold
when she heard how HAD-
ACOL was helping folks suf-
fering from deficiencies of
Vitamins B,, B,, Niacin and
Iron. It helped him so much
In regaining his strength and
energy that Mrs. Amines says
she is always going to have
HriAoyDd.ACOL on hand for
Here is Mrs. linitnea's
statement:
"My eon Floyd was very
subject to colds. He's eleven
years old, arid he was run-
down, didn't seem to have
an appetite at all, and lust
pimply lacked energy 1
heard about HADACOL. onthe radio, and it was shout
this Brno that Floyd was just














could no- Floyd Jhelum
tins an improvement. His ap-
petite picked up and he had
Increased strength 1 think
HADACOL has done wort-
dere tor Floyd. and can't
praise it enough. 1 have con-
tinued to give him HADA-
COL and Intend to kw,
have it on hand for
Men, women and children of all ages are praising HADACOLfor supplying Vitamins B„ B.. Niacin at d iron which their systemslacked. Don't let that "After-Cold Run-down reeling" drat=down—HADACOL can help you too, if you suffer such defiedSold es a strict money-back guarantee Youll feel greet attarthe first few bottles you take or your money back. Thal slim 11.25:large family 'enemy size, $3.50.
LETTERS CHEER BOY: "Oh Gosh' I didn't know there was that
much mail in the world," was what Bobby Hiftline, cancer victim,
said when he saw the 14,000 letters and cards he received March
10 at Jasper, Mich. Bobby was up at 5 a. m. waiting for "Ernie"
the rural mailman who delivered 175 letters. Bobby ate his first
meal in two weeks. The mail was in response to an appeal his
mother wrote to a New York paper and picture taken by the Jack-
son, 'Mich., Citizen Patriot and published in papers over the
country. (AP Wirephoto)
Homemakers News Carts used daily in many areasof the world have approximately
the same form as the earliest
wheeled vehicles used by man.
Asia produces more than 93 per
cent of the world's rice.
CIVIPIN 4411 CLUB
President Glenn Roberts con-
ducted the Meeting of the Quinn
4-H Club last 'Thursday ,with 22
visitors, 19 members and two
leaders present, it is reported by
Luretta Traylor.
David Crenshaw led the pledge
to the flag 'and Bonnie Lowery
led the singing. Reports on dem,
onstrations, treater meetings, rec-
reation equipment and cash prizes
were given by the members.
The theme of the program for
the month was "Make Kentucky
Homes Attractive". The acres-
Thursday, March 15, r
tiop program wa.ri
Mrs. Crenshaw and Loretta
lor.
The next meeting will Ds
at 7 p m., April 5.
One of the earliest eiect,.
discoveries was the fart that
bag wax when rublwe
fur will become electrified
President Buchanan and
Victoria of England e
first messages in 1858 to spit
trans-Atlantic cable
The American Jualot
Cross has more than 19
members.
Dead Stock Wanted
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR DEAD 01
DISABLED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION
We operate sanitary trucks that are disinfected










CAYCE-YOST is proud to offer this oew bedroom
grouping—the Atlesitii—actually styled by Menges
designers in the image of lost Ad./reds culture.,.
then finished in two marvelous choices of creamy
white Korina or milky-veined Gray Walnut, to pro-
duce a modern classic of cool composure! The domi-
nant impression is one of serene splendor. Drawees
are flush against tops and bases for over-all smooth
design, which disguises the large sires of chests mod
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y Oliver C. Allcock
Conservation Service)
d Mitchell and I made a
e survey this week on the
• farm he is operating in
pson community.
76 foot ditch is to be con-
with ditching dynamite
next few days, Mr. Mitch-







sville Rd. Phone 3226
Princeton, Ky.
NO REGIRIT/1 FOB RIM=
Louisville — (AP) — One of the
best known facts about the Ken-
tucky Derby is that Harry Payne
Whitney's Regret is the enly filly
that haa even. won the famous
race. In 76 years only 28 fillies
have started. In 1906 Lady Nava-
ree was second. Five other fillies
have finished third.
work this spring and summer.
TWO SURVEYS MADE
H. D. McMurtry, soil conserva-
tion service engineer, Mayfield,
was in Caldwell county this week,
assisting in making drainage sur-
veys. Surveys were made on the
farms of G. R. Son of the Shady
Grove correeunity and Ellis John-
ston of the Otter Pond community.
MUST SAVE SOIL
L. W. Murdock, Route 1,
Farmersvine, attended a recent
meetind of the Caldwell County
Soil Conservation District super-
visors. He is with the Division of
Soil and Water Resources, De-
partment of Conservation, doing
education work.
'The increasing 'population and
rapidly decreasing soil resources
have created an urgent need for
planning and applying soil and
water conservation practices on
You Got It Too?
re you sneezin' and coughin'—feel
iserable and rotten? If so, you are
t alone for nearly everyone has a
Id or the flu this time of year.•
n't try to wear out a cold. It can't
done. It will wear you out first.
on't let the sniffles keep you from
•
ur daily tasks.
nsult your doctor first.
en come to us. Here you will find
fective cold remedies for instant
lief.
Filling Prescriptions Is the Most
Important Part of Our Business.
ORNER DRUG STORE
One 3404 Princeton, Ky.
Arm awl whli• Mow/ lbw II nelleamb. M e•Ips mot
Garden Is Great Pleasant Grove
Value To Average
American Family
By R. A. Mabry
(County Agent)
High consumer food prices and
the present national emergency
are two good reasons why farm
families a n d urban tontines
should make special plans for
having a good, well balanced food
production and preservation pro-
gram this year.
Most, families do not realize
the value of a good garden to the
family economically. At present
prices a good, well balanced gar-
den that will provide green vege-
tables throughout the summer
and extra for winter storage is
worth about $800.00 to a family
of five.
In addition to the motley value
of producing food at home it also
has a definite health value as it
is nature that people will eat
more of the fresh, green, nutri-
tious vegetables if there is a plen-
tiful supply at hand.
This is the month to start your
garden in earnest if you plan to
get the most out of it.
Apply a complete fertilizer such
as a 4-12-8 or 6-8-6 at the rate of
1 pound for each 40 square feet
of garden if no barnyard manure
is used. If 10 tons of manure per
acre is used then phosphate equiv-
alent to 500 pounds per acre of
20 per. cent should be added to
balance the manure.
Do not lime gardens too heavily
as most vegetables require a mod-
erately acid to a slightly acid soil.
For further information on var-
ieties to plant, fertilizing, culti-
vation. etc., get one of the circu-
lars No. 376, "Your Garden Month
by Mpnth", here at the County
Extension Office.
every farm as soon as possible,"
Mr. Murdock said.
He stated also that all agencies
and groups must cooperate in
working with farmers in pinning
down the soil as a means of pre-
serving our democratic way of
life.
MAKES NEW PLANS
M. R. Morris of the Otter Pond
community made a soil conser-
vation plan for his farm this
week. Mr. Morris plans to use the
land for what it is suited. The
land not suited for row crops will
be used for improved pasture,
hay or woods.
He expects to establish s o d
waterways, construct a pond and
construct a drainage ditch.
It will take several years for
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Damialive 5 talre .110•104•66.4 misise4 to oh.. witiont imam
aiv onfrst cost! Save an opemling cost!
51 STUDEBAKER COMMANDER VII
A new 617. and a real buy!
A gasoline economy stand-out!
woes power! No bulging bulk!
performance every mile!
requires premium fuel!
AV affihtle aid aye ,Atoka itaatf ad roar"
4
See the top value of the
top 4 lowest price CUL.
1 Studeb
Robinson Implement & Motor Co.
Hopkinsville Road Phone 2053
(By Miss Nola Wilton)
Recent warm weather has turn-
ed the grass to a beautiful green
and the jonquils are in bloom but
the ground remains too ,wet for
the people of this community to
plant their gardens. A few plant
beds have been burned, however.
The W. M. S. met for a session
of prayer for Home Missions
Tuesday. Those present were
Mesdames L. W. Rogers, Press
Lilly, Denzil Fuller, Ernest Lacy,
Zora Wilson, Geetie Cortner, Miss
Nola Wilson and little Gary Ful-
ler.
Mr. and Mrs. Lethel Woolf re-
cently entertained with a birth-
day dinner in honor of their
daughter, Martha Nell, and grand-
son, Wayne Woolf. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Woolf and
daughters, Dorothy Marie and
Martha Nell, Mr. Robert Woolf
and family, Mr. Richard Woolf
and family, Mary Baebara P'Pool,
Vera Mae and Norman Ray Rog-
ers, Jodie Turner, Roy and Don-
nie Kennedy.
Mrs. Zora Wilson spent a few
days with Miss Nola Wilson re-
cently.
Mrs. Zora Wilson was a fecent
visitor with (Mrs. Ernest Lacy and
Mrs. Edd Gresham.
Shirley and Betty Ladd of
Princeton recently visited their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Hensley
and Euton visited Mr. and Mrs.
Fuller and family Sunday.
Mrs. Robert McCalister and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Lacy
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lu-
cian Rogers Sunday.
Mrs. Garnett Oliver visited
Mrs. Gilmer Rogers at 9cottsburg
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilmer Rogers,
Mr. Waylion Rogers and family re-
cerftly visited Mr. Luciari Rogers
and family.
Mrs. Otho Storms visited her
daughter, Mrs. James Wilson,
Tuesday.
Mrs. Press Lilly recently visit-
ed Mrs. Johnnie Ladd.
Mrs. Herbert Ladd was a re-
cent guest of Mrs. Merl Keller.
Miss Anna Louise Lamb, of
Claxton, was the recent guest of
Miss Hattie Rea Herndon.
Miss Alvada Brummet visited
Misses Frieda Mae and Joy Lee
Jewell one night recently.
James Jewell, Jr., who has
been stationed at Washington, D.
C., with the U. S. Army for some
time, has been visiting his par-
ents here.
SKY "TUNNELS" USED
London — (AP) — Aircraft
flying from London to Paris,
Brussels and Amsterdam are
now operating under a plan for
greater safety in the air.
Airways used in the plan are,
in effect, sky tunnels ten miles
wide within which civil aircraft
flying at heights between 3,000
and 11,000 feet are separated from
each other at intervals of 1,000
feet. Aircraft in an airway are
under the control of the ground
organization and their movement
is regulated so that no two air-
craft can be in the same place at
the same height and time.
Trans-Atlantic air traffic has
been using an airway from the
Irish Sea to London for six
months and eventually the air-
ways system will cover the Brit-
ish Isles.
U. K. CATS DRAW 120,722
The nation's number one bas-
ketball team, University of Ken-
tucky's Wildcats, ranked near the
top as a gate attraction this sea-
son. Playing their first campaign
in the new 12,000-seat Memorial
Coliseum, the "Super Seven" of
Coach Adolph Rupp .delighted a
total of 120,722 fans during the
13-game regular home season.
The average per game attendance
was 9,286 and the largest crowd
(13,200) saw the final home con-
test with Vanderbilt.
Sarajevo, where the incident
that triggered World War I took
place, is the capital of Bosnia pro-
vince in Yugoslavia. The size and
geography of Bosnia is about the
same as that of West Virginia.
An open file drawer, a
slippery step or any one
of a thousand things may
lead to accidents which
could involve you in a
lawsuit Protection la
available — ask us about








Lexington, Ky. (AP) —Most
Kentucky burley tobacco produc-
ers were told they could increase
their acreage 11.3 per cent above
their 1950 allotment.
The Production and Marketing
Administration said Kentucky's
burley allotment for 1951 is 908,-
978 acres. Last year it was 273,-
920 acres. The overall acreage in-
crease for 1951 amounts to 12.8
per cent but some of this must be
held in reserve for adjustments.
The PMA announced details of
the increase at a meeting of its
representatives from major bur-
ley producing states, here last
week.
The government last November
granted an increase of five per
cent in the 1951 acreage and late
last month allotted a second boost
of about seven per cent.
The general increase provides
that farms which last year had al-
lotments at five-tenths acre or
more will be increased one-tenth
or more.
But, the PMA state committee
said, no (arm with a 1950 allot-
ment of one to four-tenths of an
acre will be increased under the.
general provisions. This is 'because
regulations require dropping of
all fractional increases of five-
hundredths of an acre or less.
These small producers might
get some increase, however, from
the acreage held in reserve for
adjustments.
Te PMA explained the actual
formula for the increase is 1.1129
times the 1950 allotment.
For example, a farmer who
produced 10 acres in 1950 could
multiply 10 times 1.1129 to deter-
mine his 1951 allowance. This
would give him 11.129 or actually




Washington — U. S. Agriculture
Department economists say sup-
plies of many foods will be larger
in 1951 than in the past few years
and that the average person in
the U. S. probably will spend
vision comes in that requires the
dropping of all fractional increas-
es of five-hundredths of an acre
or less.
By using this same formula a
grower with one-half acre wduld
get his allotment increased to six-
tenths of an acre. If he had less
than a half-acre last year he
would get no general increase and
any gain would come under the
reserve acre adjustment.
For allottrients of four-tenths of
an acre or less the state commit-
tee said increases may be made to
the extent possible within t he
areount of "reserve" acreage
available. This is where a per-
centage of the general increase is
set aside for adjustments.
From the total state allotment
'of 273,920 acres in 1950, the state
committee is authortred-by- exist-
ing regulations to hold in reserve
up to two per cen1-5,478.4 acres
—for acreage adjustments by
county committees.
These revisions are provided in
cases where allotments are found
Inequitable when compared with
allotments on other farms.
The limit for allotments to new
producers is one-half of one per
cent.
The amount of reserve remain-
ing unallocated will be broken
into county reserve acreages.
Each comity will receive an addi-
tional reserve in the same propor-
tion to the total available as the
county's total 1950 allotment was
to the total 1950 state allotment.
County committees in Kentuc-
ky already have received alloca-
tion of about three-fourths of this
reserve acreage and will receive
some 1,370 additional acres.
The reserve will not permit in-
creases to all farms with allot-
ments of one to four-tenths acre
in 1950. Thed ecision as to the
allocation of these small farm in-
creases is left, within certain de-
fined limits, to the discretion of
county PMA committees.
B. P. O. • E L K
REGULAR MEETING
TO NIGHT
7 O'Clock -- Lodge Room




more for food and eat more heart-
ily. Though more food will be go-
ing to the armed forces, larger
production and smaller exports of
food will tend to offset military
takings of most foods.
'Meanwhile, rationing of food
abioad, which never stopped in
some countries, especially in Eng-
land, is tightening. While the rest
o fthe world knows hunger, we
not only 'have enough to eat, but
we waste a vast amount A sur-
vey made in 1946 by Stanford
University's Food Research In-
stitute indicated Americans were
wasting enough food to add 300
calories a day to the diet of each
of the earth's 500,000,000 or more
hungry persons.
At the same time the Depart-
ment of Agriculture estimated
Americans were wasting 125,000,-
000 pounds of food every day. In
1946 this was about 25 per cent of
the nation's total food .supply. Of
this, 100 pounds of edible food
per person was wasted right in
the home.
No comprehensive survey h a s
been made since but Agriculture
Department economists agree that
the same percentages of waste
probably hold true today. Agri-
cultural economists and garbage
analysts say We waste from 20 to
30 per cent of all the food we
produce. The losses, they say, oc-
cur in harvesting, storing, ship-
ping and processing, in selling and
at the table. They figure that
the amount wasted is enough to
feed 10,000,000 soldiers the year
reund and meet our foreign com-
mitments.
Rats on farms uestroy each
year as9 much food as 240,000
BUILDING AT V. K.
Of the $9,384,898 went for Uni-
versity of Kentucky buildings
during the ten years ending June
30, 1950, the state appropriated
44,81'4,550. Other University funds
totaling $2,299,847 were used, the
revenue bonds amounting to $2.-
270,000 were sold to 'finance.the
remainder of the building pro-
gram•
farmers can produce. There's
waste in warehouses and in stores
because perishable food does not
find a market soon enough. Even
now, the supply and demand for
food are not ever exactly bal-
anced. There are always seasonal
and local abundances which must
be used up before they spoil. We
re urged to use the more plentiful
foods to prevent waste.
About 80 per cent of the U. S.






• IN GOOD TASTE
lee
Henry & Henry
Phone 3254 PrIneetne. 12.
NOTICE
CHANGE IN STORE HOURS
BEGINNING SATURDAY MARCH 3-1951
Week Days Open 8:30 A.M. Close 5P.M.














It's 8.2-cubic-foot— and it gives you more refrigerated
food-storage space than most refrigerators now in use
occupying the same floor area!
BIG ACROSS-THE-TOP FREEZER
holds up to 35 lbs of frozen foods has 4 trays of
ice cubes!
CONVENIENT CHILLER
handy for fresh meat storage quick-chills beverages.
NEW ROLLA-DRAWERS
for fruits and vegetables, glide smoothly at a touch!
NEW REDI-CUBE ICE TRAYS
let you pick out one cube— or as many as you waist!
NEW SHELVES
of rust-proof aluminum with narrow spacing that keepssmall objects from tipping!
G-E DEPENDABILITY
the world-famous G-E sealed-in
system is your assurance of years
















RirrE 4 Si ksinCELEBRATIONCORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS





Parents are requested to fill out the coupon
below if they have children who will become 6
years of age, on or before October 3, 1951. Cor-
red information is very necessary.
CHILD'S FULL NAME





Child Will Attend ( ) City ( ) County Schools
1. (Check Which)
Those who will attend City Schools will mail
coupons to Ruel W. Cairnes, Princeton. Those
who attend County Schools will send coupon to
Clifton Cliff, Princeton.
R. Y. HOOKS, Attendance Officer
This is a famous suit-
by Esquire magazine's





As istiwrIft•d la LIFE (WINNE
F RE DON I A, KY.
$45.00
$49.75
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON. KENTUCKY
$100 Given Hospital
Fund At Silver Tea
A,pproximately $100 was con-
tributed to the fund to purchase
linens and beautify the grounds
at the now Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital at the silver
tea held in the annex of the Cen-
tral Presbyterian Church Tues-
day afternoon, sponsored by the
Hospital Auxiliary. The program
was under the direction of Mrs.
Claude McConnell.
The program, which was held
in the auditorium of the church,
was attended by III women who
were greeted at the entrance by
Mrs. William G. Larkins, Mrs. C.
F. Engelhardt and Mrs. E. L. Wil-
liamson. Mrs. Ray Martin i and
Mrs. Annie Dean McElroy were
in the receiving line.
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal introduced
Mrs. Homer Mitchell, president of
the Caldwell County Homemak-
ers, who presented the guest
speaker, Mrs. P. A. Jones, of La-
Center, Ky. Mrs. Jones entertain-
ed the large group with a report
on her trip last year as one of
two members of the Homemakers
from Kentucky to tour ninny of
the countries and cities in Europe.
Special music featured Miss
Jayne Hogan, accompanied by
Mrs. George Pettit at the organ,
and Miss Barbara Strong, accom-
panied by Miss Sue Mitchell at
the piano.
Immediately after the program,
the women were greeted at the
church annex by Mrs. D. W. Sat-
terfield and Mrs. Otho Towery
who were presiding at the tea
service. They were assisted by
Mrs. Ralph Randolph, Mrs. K. L.
Barnes, Mrs. Owen Ingram and
Mrs. F. T. Linton.
Mrs. Ed Carter and Miss Mary
Elizabeth Jones presented a




Mrs. Shirley Pidcock was guest
of honor at a surprise shower
given her by the Y. W. A. of
Donaldson Baptist Church, at Miss
Ella Ray's, Thursday evening,
March 9.
Pot-luck supper was served to
those present and immediately af-
ter the supper, a special Week of
Prayer Program was conducted
by Mrs. Pat Tyrie, using the
theme of Missionaries in Foreign
Fields.
After the progra m, the new
bride opened a variety of gifts
which she received from the
Y. W. A.
Those present were Misses June
Mitchell, Doris George, Ann Car-
ner, Dot Russell, Betty Rowland,
Ella Ray, Chris and Polly Sheri-
dan, Counselor: Mrs. Pat Tyrie
and Mrs. Shirley Pidcock
Dr. and Mrs. Crittenden Lowry
and son, Duane, Memphis, Mr. and,
Mrs. Bill Lowry and daughter,
Anna, Hopkinsville, spent the
weekend with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. J. Lawry, Hopkins-
vine road.
MISS Anna Garrett Ratliff, New
York, is visiting relatives and
friends in Hapkinsville a n d
Princeton.
Mrs. J. A. Stegar is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Guy Martin and
family, Chicago.
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Girl Holt, Sandlick road, includ-
ed Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Leech, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Stallins, J. W. Per-
ry, Mr. Elbert Leech and Mr.
John Leech.
Mrs. Eulah Howard has been ill
at her home, 313 North Harrison,
for the past three weeks. Her
condition is improved but she is
still confined to her bed.
Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and son,
Paul, spent Friday in Marion
with her sister, Mrs. Herbert
Cochran.
Mrs. R. C. Gary, Jr., Hopkins-
ville, spent Wednesday with her
daughter, Mrs. Richard Morgan,
and family, Locust street.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Sharp and
Mrs. John Morgan spent Monday
in Paducah.
Daughters To Visit
Mrs. Shell R. Smith
hits. Milton 01,ander, Sylvania,
Ohio; Mrs. David Blair Burleigh,
Birmingham, Michigan, and Mrs.
William Godfrey Childress, Val-
halla, New York, are expected to
arrive here today for a visit with
their mother, Mrs. Shell R.
Smith, Eddyville road. Mr. Bur-
leigh will arrive for a visit next
week and he and Mrs. Burleigh
will then make a vacation trip
to Florida.
Mrs. Willis Is Hostess
To Lattie Moon Circle
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Mrs. W. E. Willis Tues-
day night, March 6, with eleven
members and one visitor present.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Cecil Smith. The program
from the Commission was given
by Mrs. Robert Jacob.
Present were Mesdames Wil-
liam Larkins, Cecil Smith, Robert
-Jacob, Gordon Glenn; Claude Kol-
tinsky, W. E. Willis, Mina Tom
Ryan, Ova Shelton, Misses Gwen
Booker, Mary Wilson Baker, and
Melville Young. Mrs. Ray Farm-
er was welcomed as a new mem--
her of the circle.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
William Larkins and Mrs. Robert
Jacob served a plate lunch.
The next meeting will be held
Try A Leader Classified Ad! in April.
just wouldn't seem
like Easter . . .
without new
FLORSHEIM SHOES
To many saes Easter is new shoe day ... and
to most et them that means Florshein Shoes
-for the style the day demands, and for the
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that he will 
preach at
L 
&today, Math HI, at
Wiz Bluff 
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Murphey
spent Tuesday in Calhoun and
Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Linton, of
Paducah, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Simmons Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevison
are vacationing in Cocoa and oth-
er points in Florida.
Rev. 0. M. Shultz, Hopkinsville
street, is conducting a revival in
Livingston county this week and
next.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Goodwin
and daughter, Dorothy Leigh,
Summerville, Ga., are visiting his
mother, Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hop-
kinsville street.
Miss Judy Pruett, student at
Western, spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. L.
Pruett, Hawthorne avenue
Miss Matti. Pettit, Paducah,
spent the weekend with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Pettit,
North Jefferson street,
Pvt. Roy E. Lowery, Camp
Polk, La.. is visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Lowery, Old
Quinn community
Miss Ann Quisenberry, student
at Murray, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Major Quisenberry, West Main
street.
Mr. Dennis Hodge and Mr. Dave
Mitchell spent Monday in Evans-
ville on business.
Harold Creelcznur, student a
Western, spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Creekrnur, Highland avenue
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Steger span'
several days in Louisville las
week, on business.
Don't Need New Clothes
to
Look Elegant!
LOOK NIFTY IN '51
204 1 Main
Clothes that are given the
best tare by your deaner
retain their smart appear-
ance, give you extra divi-
dends of service and satis-
faction. That's the kind of
care we want you to ex-





For Sound Life And Hospitalization Insurance
Consult The C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency. h
May Already Be Later Than You Think. So Why
Not Start Paying For A Policy For Your Old




Make old rooms look new: give traditional fur.
niture a modern background. Your home can
look completely different, with a small investment
in our excellent papers. Come to our showroom
Every new texture, pattern and color priced from
10 a roll.
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
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ge of burglary 
were arrested
this week and 
turned over
Christian county sheriff.
name were listed as
try, Glen Edward 
Stevens





ree - for drunk 
driving, two
disorderly conduct and
kermess, one for disturbing
peace, three for improper
'gig and one for an
 overload-
uck
Crider, colored, Was con-
Wednesday on a charge of
jag whiskey for the pur-
of resale in local oPtion 
ter-
and was fined PO and sais-
to 30 days in tall.
slt BLUFF SERVICE
e ReV John T. Cun
ningham
no's that he will preach at
Sunday, March 18, at






I, Glover J. Lewis, sheriff of Caldwell County, Kentucky, will
on Monday, March 19, 1951, same being county court day, at the
court house door in Princeton, Kentucky, between the hours of 10
a. m., and 4 p. m., sell real estate of the following last for taxes for
the year 1950. Those paying their taxes on or before this date will
be taken from this list.
GLOVER J. LEWIS, Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky
PRINCETON CITY, WRITE
Boyd, Dorthey, 1 lot 
Brown, Merle, 1 lot
Cornick Oil Co., 1 lot
Crow, Mrs. J. G., 1 lot 
Fuller, Albert, 1 lot 
Gresham, Roy M., 1 lot 
Hopper, Phillys, 1 lot 
Ho‘vton, Henry, I lot 
Huston, W. C. N. IL, 63 1.13 A.. 
Johocor 1 L. I lot
Lear, Tec$1, 1 lot 
Martin, Melvin Eat., 1 lot 
Mitchell, Mrs. Beatrice, 125 acres 
Ricb, Raymond, 2 lots 





















Goy good news for Spring-misdeal
wardrobes... bright shoes designed
is odd spice and variety to
and many a costume-colee
in this colorful Spring.
THE PRINCETON-LEADER, PRINCETON, KENPUCKY
Alexander, R. M., 33 acres
Boyd, Charlie, 544 acres  




Cunningham, W. A., 1 kst  4.7')
Fralick, Jewell T., 1 lot  31.00
Hayes, Eugene, 5 & 14 acres  8.63
Hogan, Walter, 8% acres  3.08
Hunsaker, Ernest, 10 acres  14.35
Jones, Herbert, 1 lot  3.53
Marlow, Owen, 1 lot  2.35
Morris, Basil, 180 acres  57.25
Oliver, Elizabeth, 5 acres   13.75
Seymore, William L., 50 acre&  29.26
Shebat, L. M., 1 lot  20.50
Sigler, Arbie, 10 acres  12.73
Stephens, Joe, 6 acres  21.15
Stewart Oil Co., 1 lot  177.41
DONALDSON, WHITE
Becicner, J. H., NR 135 acres  17.43
Brown, James L. Est., 125 acres  25.65
Cantrell, T. A., 270 acres  12 30
Chandler, Lacy, 12 acres  1.03
Clayton, W. S., 329 acres  30.75
McNeely, J. W. Est. Min. Rts  .10
Metcalf, John G., 150 acres  830
Simpson, Aubry, NE 22 acres  5.13
Gilbert, 4844 acres  35.60
Dortch, Howard, 88 acres  21.95
Eskew, William G., 100 acres  22.6?
EUCKSNORT, WHITE
Allen, Geo., 48 acres  32.50
Allen, J. R., 100 acres  16.40
Barett, Richard, 02 acres  5 55
Cartwright, Charlie, 180 acres  37.73
Cotton, Melvin, 25 acres  1510
Crow, Justus, 44 Acres  44.60
Crowder, R. H., 1 lot  7.18
Dillingham, Ruth, 1 lot  9.22
Galloway, Matthew, 4 acres  10.25
Goodaker, Roy W., NR 10 acres  1.53
Goodson, Mrs. Charles, 368 acres  22.55
Harting, Mary C., 1 lot  11_28
Hopper, Mary E., 120 acres  10.25
Hmvton, Shellle, 27 acres  11.70
Flutson, Carl W., 2 acres  31.17
Ray, H. L., 30 acres  1.64
7.60
Robinson, J. T., 5 acres  1.03
Robinson, Jas. W., 0 acres  4.02
Thomason, Jim Ed, 45 acres  5.15
Young, Eugene, 1 lot  13.30
HARMONY, WHITE
Burgess, Edward & Thelma, 1 lot  5.13
Hall, R. L., 58 acres 1,  24.00
Ladd, Clint & Howard, 171 acres  85.50
Porter, Malroy, SA & 1481/2A  58.53
FREDONIA CITY, WHITE
Adams, E. J., 1 lot  39.48
Ashby, Mrs. Daisy, 1 lot  40.85
Brown, Reed, 1 lot  61.35
Moore, Coy, 1 lot  79.75
FREDONIA COUNTY, WHITE
Hunt, Hester, 55 acres  10.25
Kennady, Nelly, 97 acres  8.20
McCrackin, Willis, 1 lot  4.10
Patterson, John Est., 2 acres  .51
Sun Oil Co., 477 A min. Rta  .93
Wilson, Holernan R., 638 acres 2112.90
PRINCETON, CITY COLORED
As'her, Martha, 1 lot 
Baker, Mrs. Paul, 1 lot 
Bailey, W. H., 1 lot 
Burnous, Tilford, 1 lot 
Collier & Winsberchiff, 1 lot 
Crump, Eliza Est., 2 lots
Gaither, Birdie, 1 lot  
Redden, Chas., 4 acres 
Glover, Elior Augie, 1 lot 
U. B. F. Hall, 1 lot 
Harmon. Ellis, 1 lot 
Hogan, Charlie, 1101 
Kennedy, Frank & Evelin. 1 lot 
McNary, Mark, 1 lot 18 acres 


























Newsom, Charlie, 1 lot  
821
°thorn, Horatio, 1 lot  9.3
8
Chaney, Dewey, 1 lot  8.2
3
Pollard, Charles Eel., 1 lot  9.06
Sims, Silas, 1 lot  .5
9
Standard, L. L., 1 lot  8.23
Standard, Birdie, 1 lot  1.20
Thomas, Dr. H. A. Eat., 1 lot  14.10
Thompson, Robert, 1 lot  9.38
Wharton, Cleatua, 1 lot  0.40
Wood, Sallie Est., 1 lot  4.70
Wood, Vivian, 1 lot  9.40
PRINCETON, COUNTY COLORED
Calvert, Hilman, 3 acres  6.18
Willoughby, Walter Jr., 18 acres  6.58
DONALDSON, COLORED
Adams, •Annie, 38A 1254A ME  3.38
FREDONIA, CITY COLORED
Hughes, James W., 1 lot  5.66
Darnell Initiated
Into Air Society
Kenneth Wayne Darnell, Uni-
versity of Kentucky student from
Princeton, was one of the thirty-
four men students initiated into
the Arnold Air Society March 1
at the University.
The Arnold Society is an or-
ganization for men students who
are outstanding in the Universi-
ty's Air ROTC ogranlzation.
Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Darnell, Dawson road, Is a
graduate of Butler High SchooL
He is a junior in the College of
Commerce and a member of Sig-
ma Phi Epsilon social fraternity.
We Are Closing Out Our Spring and
Summer Suits. At Prices Far Below To-
day's Market.
SPRING SUITS
$45.00 Suits - For $35.00
(Only Six Left.)
$35.00 Suits - For $25.00
(Only Five Left.)
$32.50 Suits - For $25.00
(Only Four Left.)
SUMMER SUITS
$29.98 Values - Now $19.98
$28.50 Values - Now $19.98
$22.50 Values - Now $18.50






the highlights of any
good wardrobe. Here



























Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 
a. M.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. in. 
each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wedn
es-
day at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PAESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, p
astor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, P
astor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'cleck
Mett.odist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Servile, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
6:15 p.m. Training Union





CHURCH Or THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays.
MASS at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 p. in.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
a. m.
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
Training Union-8 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.




Old Madisonville Road, Rev
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 am.
Morning Worship MOO a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.




Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. in.
Prayer meeting every Thtirs-
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. in.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. an.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p.
Prayer meeting every Wednes-
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. in.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p.
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal tiller, pastor
Sunday School 10 am.
WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Evening Service-7:30 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesdey-
7:00 p. m.
Attend the church where you
will receive a cordial welcome.
SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 10 a. m.
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Training Union 6 p.
Evening worship 7 p. in.
Wednesday service 7 p.
FREDONIA BAPTIRT
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday &Dead 645 a. in.
Services every T, 1101
• • •
Jan. 25, 1027. Sunday af
ternoon
while riding horseback on 
the
Sandlick road, Aaron Cummi
ns, of
Cedar Bluff, was right 
painfully
hurt when his horse fell th
rough
a bridge because of a 
broken
plank. Both he and the 
horse
were injured and Mr. Cum
mins
is confined to his bed and 
is re-




Jan. 25, 1927. Harry Joiner has
bought the interest of his b
roth-
er, Gus, in the Joiner Har
dware
Company. Gus will probably lo-
cate on his farm in McCrack
en
county. The rest of the sales force
Will remain with the store.
• • •
Jan. 25, 1927. Mrs. J. T. Akin
left Friday for Newport, Ky.,
where she will reside with her
daughters, Mrs. John W. Stegar
and Mrs. David M. Hughes.
• • •
Jan. 25, 1928. M. L. Orange,
Elizabeth Orange and Elliott
Orange were in Dawson today, at-
tending the funeral of Mr.
Orange's nephew, John McChes-
ney, who was fatally burned in a
mine at Madisonville Saturday.
Mr. McChesney was the son of
R. W. (Jack) McChesney, for-
merly of this city.
6 • •
Feb. 4, 1927. The Princeton hos-
pital, to be operated by Dr. H. L.
Timmons, is now open for ser-
vice in temporary quarters over
the Finkel and Dawson & Gres-
ham stores. The first operation
was performed yesterday in the
new hospital by Dr. I. Z. Barber.
• • •
Feb. 8, 1927. On Saturday the
first carload of fruit ever to be
shipped from Princeton will be
hauled over the Illinois Central
to Memphis. The car will be load-
ed with choice Winesap apples
from the orchards of F. E. Shat-
tuck.
• • •
Feb. 8, 1927. At last night's ses-
sion of the City Council it was
unanimously voted to exercise the
a. in. and 7:30 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 p. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
FREDONIA FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p._
CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
Lige Cook, Minister
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. in.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Rev. G. G. Priddy, Pastor
Services every Sunday
Sunday School 10:0,0 a. in.
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Evening service 7:00 p. in.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
Sunday School every Sunday
10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednes-
day preceding first and third Sun-
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON
, KENTUCKY
News From The Past
News representing lives, 
hopes, dreams and Nmoitione a those
who made up the popula
ce of Princeton and Caldwel
l county almost
40 years ago recorded 
nowhere but in the yellowe
d files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those 
years will be published as a 
regular Leader
feature. The articles a
re reproduced just as the 
Princeton re.
porters. shortly after the tu
rn of the century. wrote th
em
Jan. 25, 1927. A portion 
of the option on the Hays s
pring for the
Cadiz road, near the 
old fair new water works 
system at the
grounds, caved in Saturday 
night, price of $2,000. The Hays 
spring
causing a tieup in traffic. 
Some is said to be one of the 
largest
people were caught in the 
cave-in and best in the cou
ntry.
in and had to be lifted 
out. Quite 
• • •
a portion of the road 
gave way, Feb. 8, 1927. The last 
landmark
apparently due to the heav
y and in the form of an old silv
er leaf
continuous rainfall, 
poplar tree was cut down on
Main street today. The large t
ree
that stood in front of the store
of Mrs. Jimmie Coleman and V.
E. Denham was much older th
an
the anemory of our oldest citizens.
• • •
Feb. 22, 1927. Hollowell's Drug
Store was moved to the corner
room of the new Garrett building
last Thursday night, and when it
is completed and straightened out
wiil be one of the prettiest and
most attractive drug stores to be
found anywhere, according to
Clifton's notions.
Feb. 25, 1927. Louisville mar-
ket, March 23: Cattle, receipts
100; market steady; range $3.50
and $9.50. Hogs, receipts 1,000;
market 25c lower; range $8.00
and $11.75.
• • •
March 4, 1927. H. C. McConnell
and little son, Billie, of the Cobb
Section, were in town Saturday,
- the latter having on exhibition for
sale, several nice Fox Terrior
puppies. All but one were sold
for $5 each.
I march 4, 191 *27. The wrecking of
the Baptist Church was started
yesterday morning. As soon as the
lot is cleared, work will at once
be started on the construction of
the new building. Rev. 0. M.
Shultz has worked unfailingly for
the realization of his dream, a
new and commodious church, and
now is about to see results of his
work.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
Services every Sunday, 11:00
a. m. and 7:00 p. in.




Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
P. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday,
9:45 a. m.
Worship Service every Sunday.
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.




Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor
Regular services every second
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a. m., ex-
cept second Sunday
Sunday School at 1:00 p. m.
second Suaday.
. • •
March 8, 1927. A building boom
has started in Princeton with
new churches and buildings con-
tracted for. Besides the new $68,-
000 Baptist Church, the probabil-
ity of a new addition to the Meth-
odist church and a new addition
to the Princeton Hosiery Mills,
Joe Wylie will build a new three
store room two-story business
house on the corner of Harrison
and Locust streets.
Four Churches Join In
Pre-Easter Services
At Briarfield Church
The Briarfield General Baptist
Church has scheduled a pre-Eas-
ter series of services, March 18-25,
with several other churches in
the city and county participating,
it is announced. Services will be
held in the Briarfield Church
each evening at 7:30.
The services will start with the
showing of the religious film, "A
Crown of Thorns on Life of
Christ from Birth until Ascen-
sion", on Sunday night, March
18, under the direction of the pas-
tor, the Rev. J. E. Samples.
The Bethany Methodist Church,
with the pastor, the Rev. Brink-
ley bringing the message, will be
in charge of the service on Mon-
day night.
Tuesday night, March 20, the
Rev. Carrot Yarbrough, pastor of
the Princeton General Baptist
Church, will deliver the message.
Wednesday night's program will
be under the direction of the
Bethany Methodist Church a n d
Rev. Brinkley.
The General Baptist Church of
Princeton will lead in the wor-
ship again Thursday night,
March 22. Friday night's program
will be directed by the Liberty
Presbyterian Church.
The Beech Grove General Bap-
tist Church, Rev. Robert Fulcher,
pastor, will conduct the services
on Saturday night, March 24.
The Rev. J. E. Samples, pastor
of the Briarfield Church, will
conduct both the morning and
evening worship services on
Sunday, March 25.
PEOPLE LESS HAPPY
Humboldt, Tenn. — (AP) —
Mrs. Nancy Catherine Shumate,
who has seen a lot of people in
her 105 years, says folks are not
as happy now as they used to be.
"People have changed so much
they're mighty near like 'butter-
flies now," she says. "People are
so proud they can't go to church
unless they're in silk. And pride
has taken the religion out of
them."
The slim, little lady of 90
pounds has reared nine children
and has outlived all but three of
them. Right now she lives with
the "baby" of her flock, 52-year-
old Mrs. L. E. Moseley. It's a long
day 'Mrs. Shumate puts in. Up at
'anywhere from 6 to 9 a. m., she
spends the entire day doing
something--cooking, feeding the
chickens, marketing, and once in
a while a shopping trip to Jack-
son, Tenn. Her favorite evening
pastime is watching television
and the part she likes moat is
when the big bruisers get in the
wrestling ring down at Memphis.
Thursdo ,March 15, 19
What's wrong with this boy? Why doe
s
he loiter in the alley, sneering at th
e world
around him?
Good for nothing . . . juvenile 
delinquent
• future criminal ... those are som
e of the
answers we hear. --
But is there really anything wrong
 with
this boy that religious training 
wouldn't
have cured?
Long ago, if given the chance, the 
Church
could have begun to mold his 
character
along noble lines. A Christian home
, Chris-
tian teachers and Christian pals could
 have
kept him away from the alley—on a
 high
road.
One of the priceless opportunities A
mer-
ica offers her children is the advanta
ge of
religious training. A child cannot acc
ept
this opportunity himself. It is up to his 
par-
ents to recognize its essential value, an
d to
cooperate with and support the Church in
its life-building work.







THE CHURCH FOR ALL . ..
ALL FOR THE CHURCHThe Churcis is the, greatest factor on earth foris, building of character and good cinzen/111PIt is a storehouse of spiritual values. Without astrong Church. neither clennocvocy nor civilisationcon survive. There are lour sound reasons whyevery person should attend services regularlyand support the Church They are. 11/ For hisown sake. (2) For his children's sake. (3) For thesake of his community and nation. (4) For thesake of the Church itself. which needs his moraland material support. Plan to go to church regu-kror.ld.y and read your Bible daily.
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Princeton, Ky. Dial 2301
Western Auto Assoc. Store
JOE Y. WILCOX






Dr, Lyle S. Yowell
CHIROPRACTOR
1231/4 E. Main — Dial 31185
PRINCETON, KY.
Wm. M. Young
Allis Chalmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY
J. 0. Breshear Lumber CO.









Dr. C. F. Engelhardt
CHIROPRACTOR
29 Years Successful Practice
In Princeton
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Serving Western Kentucky
B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN DIAL 3141
McConnell Electric Co.
295 W. MARKET DIAL 2691
Morgan Funeral Home
24 Hoar Ambelsses Berries
DIAL 3416
M & S Motor & Impl. Co
CADILLAC — PONTIAC
GMC — J. I. CASE
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Regular 490 Per Yor.
UNBLEACHED
x 80. Sturdily construct
mg, ideal for making Ion
krter and mattress covers.
5 Yds.









































Coleman has return- Gra
ve DeDoe attended service
, at
dwapending last week the Central
 Pretbyterian church
E nsville. in 
Princeton Sunday night. va 
Mrs. Gladys Walker and son,
and Mr and 
Mrs. J.
it





iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs., 




Hallman and ,other heA
re.
house owned by Mrs. Ruth
(;. Whitt and Dunning 
and located on her farmtiveasnd
Mrs
aFfMemphis, were near Crider 
was completely des-
ghfloerr paattseyv 
days last week troyed by ti
re of unknown origin
Saturday around noon. The house
Bhuerts srtP.Theyets '
wel‘ritr• called Uhere was 
occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
e illness 
of his another, 
Mrs. Wallace Bennett and seven chil-
tine Whitt of 
Mexico, who dren. Nobody was injured but
the Jennie 
Stuart hospital most of the contents were des-
opkinsville after 
undergoing troyed.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Harper were
ssjorimopeogreanteionwtihg
egrine.tint_w.
a5 Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
guest of Mrs Carrie 
'Hodges Mrs. John Blackburn.
princeton several 
days last Several from here attended the
and attended 
the revival at household sale of Mr. and M
rs.
Central Presbyt
erian church. Carl Harper in Flatrock commu
n-
ity Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Harper
restastri 
neciMrhsomJaemMes°nKduaYnnecke have sold their home and farm
son Mike, of 
Calvert City, to 'Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Harper, of
t the weekend with 
her par- Detroit, who will move here to
gr and Mrs. 
Cecil Brusher. make their home. Mr. and Mrs.
y returned to 
their home Carl Harper, who have been in
Detroit, came back to finish busi-
day
rs. Carrie 
Ordway and Mrs. ness transaction
s and will return
eed Baker visited 
Mrs. Ina to Detroit where they will make
a Salem 
Wednesday after- their home.
lirs. Guess is 
seriously ill The American Legion Auxiliary
met with Mrs. Ruth Dunning
mrs.erhomLeoerathesrpie.
ckard, Detroit, Monday night of last week. 
Mrs.
bees the guest of her 
sister, Arable Fuller, Mrs. Russell Mel-
gay Blackburn, and 
Mr. ton, Mrs. W. B. Conwa y, Mrs.
urn for several days.
 Norman Wheeler, Mrs. Delmar
lib 
Saturday night dinner guests 
of Brawshaw. Mrs. W. M. Young,
and Mrs. Lacy Holloman 
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, .Mrs. Gene
1 Mr. and Mrs 
James York, Rogers, Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mr
s.
vire, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. 
J. T. Euclid Quertermous, Mrs. Charles
cod, Wyanet, Ill. and 
Mrs. Brockmeyer and the hostess.
Hearod and Miss Felma Ruth 
Pvt. J. C. Butts, Ft. Benning;
Ga., spent the weekend with his
;rod.
Missionary Society Circle No. 2 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
the Baptist Church met with 
Pvt. Butts has spent the past five
W B Watts Thursday after- 
months in the U. S. Army.'
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
E Hillyard, Mrs. Florence 
and Mrs. Gilliam Wigginton were
Miss Dorothy Parr and Miss in 




Tan Plain Toe Blucher - - - Seamless Back - - -
Full leather Slip Sole - - - Compo Outsole.
Sites 6 to 12
495
PAIR
While Present Stock Lasts.
Regular 49¢ Per Yard Value! 39-In.
UNBLEACHED SHEETING
80 x 80. Sturdily constructed unbleached sheet-
ing, ideal for making long-lasting sheets, com-
forter and mattress covers.
5 Yds.—$1.98
81 X 99 Seamless Bleached
SHEET
Full 128 Standard Quality
$2.95 Each
BLUE STAR 42 x 36
Pillow Case 490 Each
CANNON BATH TOWELS
250 to 190 Each
F' !NHL'SFAIR STORE
ilAihers Your ;$ Have More Cents"
Store Hours Week Day - 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Saturday - 8:30 A.M. to 6 P.M.




WOMAN'S WORK AT THE FRONT: Australian Private Ian 
Rob-
ertson enjoys the luxury of a back scrub as a Korean tnoppet w
orks
for her chow. The child, who wandered into the Aussie's 
position
near the Korean front, has made herself indispensable as t
roop








New York — (AP) — There are
signs that some of the steam has
gone out of the inflationary boil-
er. Or, to use Pr ice Director
Michael Vi DiSalle's figure: "We
have made a beginning toward a
plateau."
If so, deflation is a word that
could come back into use again,
for a time.
A growing number, although a
minority, hold this feeling., It's
more of an uneasy hunch than a
definite conviction. But they feel
that the first lazy spring days
may find business and industry
relaxing a little from their recent
dizzy pace.
The majority still think the
slow-down, if it comes at all,
will be only a short dalliance on
a mossy bank before industry
takes off again, with a sizeable
part of its effort given over to
defense orders, prices on their
way up again, civilians hunting
short-siltrial, and inflation
as menacing al ever.
But those who think an inter-
val of deflation may be in the
making point to these signs:
1. Prices have eased on a few
things. Sensitive wholesale price
indexes dropped back after hit-
ting a peak in mid-February.
Store advertising reveals price-
cut-lures on some home appli-
ances that aren't in short supply
as people had expected. Depart-
ment store stocks are 21 per cent
above last year.
Over-inflated prices are vulner-
able. Look at tin. It rose from 76
cents a pound last June to $1.83
last week. Uncle Sam stopped
paying "unreasonable prices" and
tin was down to $1.39 in two days.
2. Supplies of civilian goods
are much more ample than con-
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Butts and
daughter, Edwina, of Frankfort,
were the weekend guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Jest Among Uc
(Hy Jack Wild)
Are you as fed up as I am with
those patent-medicine commer-
cial, you hear on the radio, in
which aharmin' southern belles
'ce with the testimonials to
ilwba old Gulp-a-Gulp? You
e kind that go something
knot#,
tt do take Gulp-a-
0. vouldri 








Is jet' a sha-
dow of mush present ha le/It"self'
that Ah couldn't sleep ri 14°It'3.
Half the night Ah'd jes' twist In.'
toss an' twist an' toss. Then Ah
began takin' Gulp-a-Gulp, an' af-
ter three economy-size bottles Ah
nevah even heard mah husb,nd
when he got home. Jes' wish you
all folks could drop in some af-
ternoon real soon an' have Gulp-
a-Guip with me. Ah buy Gulp-a-
Gulp by the case, jes' in case.
Remerriber, ladies, when you're
tired.,an' needin' hulp, try a dose
of Gulp-a-Gulp!
Oh, maybe that's a little exag-
sumers anticipated, thanks to the
huge output of goods since Korea
and the rapid expansion of pro-
duction facilities. Inventories
have climbed all along the line
in spite of scarce buying by con-
sumers. Commodities that were
hard to get for a time have come
out of hiding. Washington is re-
ported planning to let more steel,
copper and aluminum go for ci-
vilian production. A good deal of
the hurry-hurry may go out of
the arms program.
An automobile executive says
his industry will build three mil-
lion ppsenger cars the first half
of thiF year—about what they did
the first half of last year.
3. Demand appears to be slack-
ening in some lines. Waves of
scarce buying may have satisfied
many customers for months to
come. Installment credit totals
dropped $212 million in January
and charge accounts were down
86 million. Mail order chains re-
port sales slipped back in Febru-
ary after January's scarceabuyir4
spurt.
4. Money may get a little tight-
er for a time. Personal income
totals dropped in January from
the December high. New York
banks report business borrowing
was off 864 million this week.
The latest Treasury-Federal Re-
serve truce may let interest rates
rise and freeze part of the nation-
al debt,
The GoveriiiNitut halt been 013'
crating in the bfiele: it has been
taking more money' ant of pur-
chasing power in the itiren of
taxes than it has been putiiiir in
as defense spending. -
The other side of the 'picture?
The majority still predict that:
the wage-price spiral will start
whirling again soon; food prices
will go up again; retail prices
other goods will be marked up;
raw material cutbacks will take
affect by fall and cut civilian
goods production; Government
spending will be stepped up and
deficit financing resumed by
summer.
In other words, inflation doing




Don't fail to see











prated, but it's no snore sicken-
ing—Ah declare it's not—than
those silly commercials mouthed
by some studio actress with a
very phoney deepsouth accent.
STARLINGS BY STARLIGHT
—And speaking of nuisances, the
starlings are with us always. One
Lexington man claims to have
shot 2,000 of them but they seem
to be as thick and assay as ever,
I asked James M. Edney, head of
the U. K. Zoology Department,
about them and he said we might
as well get used to the Idea of
having thorn around. The llttls
European import is so tough that
he doesn't even bother to go along
when his neighbors head south for
the winter. One puzzling thing
about starlings is the way they'll
veld the whole day out in the
COUJ1.'ey esrang bugs and stuff and
then „Thw into town at night. Do
the bright 116h1a attract them?
Is there a gay nigh life in bird-
land we don't know about?
Professor Edney says there's a
fortune waiting for the man who
discovers a way to get rid of
starlings. Maybe it's not very
scientific, and certainly I don't
expect to get rich out of it, but
COACHES CUNIC CALLED
Lexington, Ky. (AP) — Five of
the nation's top football and bas-
ketball coaches will form the in-
structional staff at the University
of Kentucky's annual coaches'
clinic. It is scheduled for two
days, April 27-28.
In taistition to Kentucky's awn
football coach, Paul (Bear) Brys
know how to keep them from
roosting in the garage at night.
Sticky flypaper tacked along the
rafters does just fine.
ant, a is d basketball mentor,
Adolph Rupp, there will be Bud
Wilkinson of Oklahoma, Hank Ilza
of the Oklahoma Aggies and Rtlb-
ty Russell of Southern Methodist.
During World War II a1ma4t
8,000 U. S. Marines and Japanese
died in the capture by the United
States of the Island of Tarawa,
which is about the size of Central
Park in New York.
North Carolina and Virginia




Nett to Get Positive iluicic Relief
FroM SIbitisleh Trouble With The NEW
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
main ingredients is belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
feeling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
blessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
Start this treatment today. Sold only at—
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 2075 Princeton, Ky.
1
4'ikkt; you've imam/ al-
ENTER MY KITCHEN CONTEST, NOW
READ THE COMPLETE
DETAILS BELOW
How many times' knit YOU told to
yourself, "11 itiiuld do this kitchen
over, the way' IlVtfant it . . . ?"
Now you can design the kitchen
you've dreamed abOut, with every-
thing in it your heart' desires, and
win it, absolutely free. Plus $1,000
in cash. Kitchen planninkciantest
offers you chances at nationeprizes,
and local prizes for Kentuckylitil-
ities and Old Dominion Poker
Customers.
Of course you know what you'd like to
have in your kitchen. All the newest equip-
ment, cabinets, sink and dishwasher, the
latest range, refrigerator, and even an auto-
matic washer, dryer, and ironer. Would
you like a breakfast bar? New lighting?
Colorful walls and floor covering?
Then enter McCall's "My Kitchen"
contest. There are 110 prizes. If you win
a first prize your kitchen will be re-
modeled just the way you plan it, com-
pletely furnished with the equipment
you select, at McCall's expense. Further,
you'll receive $1,000 in cash.
Start imagining what your kitchen
could be. Then develop it as you visualize
it. The room may be any size, new or old,
in a house or apartment, owned or rented.
But it must be where you now live or in
• home that will be occupied by you no
later than August 1, 1951. The kitchen
must be available for remodeling on or
after that date.
The March issue of McCall's contains
the coupon which will bring you the rules
WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
Every entry accepted In the Mc-
Call's "My Kitchen" contest from
the 711-county area served by Ken-
tucky Utilities Company, Old
Dominion Power Company, Dixie
Power & Light Company, and South
Fulton Power and Light Company,
will be eligible for the KU-OD
prizes. This includes all users of
electricity in these counties whether
served by these companies, by the
REA, or ethers.
a• nd the official, casy-to•fill-out entry
blank. (Or you can pick up the coupon at
your nearest KU or OD office.)
The entry blanf, will show you, step by
step, how to present your ideas. You
sisnialy draw a rough plan of your kitchen
as a is.now. Then re-draw it showing
how you would like to remodel it. You
don't have to be an artist. Notica that
there's a special contest for :nofessionals.
Your competition is other housewives.
First Prizes
Amateur class—$1,000 and dupn-
cation of th• prize-winning plan in the
vithner's own horn*.
irrofiessionol closs•—$1,000 and du-
n cation of the prize-winning plan in





Four Prizes for Students Only•




Anyone living in Continental United
States or Canada, except employes of Mc-
Call Corporation, its subsidiaries and ad-
vertising agencies and the families of
such employes. All entries must be made
on the official contest entry blank.
*The rules concerning amateurs, pre-
lenionals, and students as defined by
McCall's shall govern; cf. March Mc-
Call's or official entry blank.
Even if you don't win a national
prize you can still win one of the big
KU-OD prizes.
Through the co-operation of McCall's,
Kentucky Utilities Company, and Old
Dominion Power Company, when you
enter the McCall's contest, you auto-
matically enter the KU-OD contest which
entitles you to compete for ruiditiond
prizes regardless of whether or not you
win a McCall's prize.
Entries from the 78-county area served
by KU and ODP will be separated from
other entries AFTER they have been
judged in the Mc-Call's contest, These
entries will then be re-judged to pick the
winners in the KU-OD contest.
Prizes will be awarded—as listed below
—to winners in this big contest-within-a.
contest. So plan to enter the McCall's
contest today; don't delay. Get your
coupon from the March issue of McCall's
or from your nearest KU or OD office.
Mail it in for the complete official con-
test kit containing kitchen planning
books, catalogs, booklets, folders, and
official entry blank. If you obtain your
coupon from your electric company office,
you will also be given additional helpful
material including a booklet on Planned
Lighting and the Kitchenizer's Digest.
This material is full of just the informa-
tion you need to present your ideas, to
help you make your dream kitchen into




First Prize—The winner's choice of
any household electrical appliance
with o retail price not exceeding $300.
Selond Prize—The winner's choice of
any household appliance with a retail
price not exceeding $200.
Third Prize—The winner's choice of
any household appliance with o retail
price not exceeding $100.
Student Contest
First Prize $100 Second Prize $75
Third Prize $50










Miam i, Fla. — The flu bug
Charley Dressen picked up at
Vero Beach may have left him a
bit weak but he is very strong
on his Brooklyn Dodgers.
By a strange coincidence,
Chuck is picking up right where
Barney Shotton started his con-
ditioning program last season. It
was just a year ago that Shotton,
too, had influenza. However, ev-
erybody in camp feels that any
resemblance between Shotton's
team and Dressen's gang will end
right there.
"I think we are the team to
beat in the National League
race," says Dressen. "Brooklyn
pitching has always been a
















































































Roe and Don Newcombe we have
two aces. The rest of the staff is
a sort of question mark bat I am
confident I have two more aces
in Carl Erskine and Ralph Branca.
"I know both Erskine and
Branca are better pitchers than
the 1950 record shows."
Erskine completed only three
games last year for a 7-6 record
but in 1949 the 24-year-old right
hander from Anderson , Ind.,
turned in an 8-1 mark after tak-
ing 10 decisions at Fort Worth.
Branca failed as a starter in
1980 but only because he was
juggled around and he did pitch
fine relief bull. He finished five of
15 starts for a 7-9 record. Dres-
sen, however, likes to recall 1947
when Branca won 21 games and
Neck Zone Prevana", n gtiy Collar Gap
An Irontone Worsted by Style-Mart is the happy combina-
tion of everything you want in a suit . . . fabrics that hold
their shape ... . NECK ZONE tailoring that insure
s perfect
drape and fit . . . Lightweight that means 
comfort
Sparklingly fresh colors and patterns. And a price of. . .
$40 to $50
Wood Brothers
Open Saturdays To 8 P. M.
"Dad 'n Lad Store"
MISSING GIRL GETS SPANKING: Joy over the return of his
daughter, Viola, 8, quickly turned to exasperation for Roy Wearle
at Venice, Calif. Seven police cars searched for her through the
night when she failed to arrive home from school. Later she was
found at the home of a playmate a few blocks away. This is what
happened at her reunion with her father. (AP Wirephoto)
had a 2.67 earned run average.
Branca is only 25 and has his
heart set on starting. It looks like
the brunt of the relief work will
fall to Clem Labine, 24-year-old
Lincoln, R. I., six-footer who
eteries from St. Paul with an 11-7
mark. He appears to have over-
come his wildness, a mania well
known around Ebbets Field.
Dressen believes the Giants and
Bfaves will be the teams to beat,
with more emphasis on the
Giants.
'The Giants will be tough with
that pitching they showed," says
Dressen. "And their hitting is
bound to get better.
"The Braves figure to get help
from Jim Wilson and Mat Surk-
ont."
Dressen, when he piloted Oak-
land to the Pacific Coast League
flag last year, saw Wilson win
some of his 24 games at Seattle
and watched Surkont, an 18-
game winner e SaerameS99, Be
is impressed with teeth right
handers. He also thinks Luis
Marquez, 25-year-old Puerto Ri-
;an outfielder drafted from Port-
hnd, intrre help Billy South-
worth's team.
"Marquez can run and field,"
saYS Chuck. "But he may not hit
much in the majors. Of course,
the Braves attack is centered
around Bob Elliott and Sid Gor-
don and there's no telling what
kind of a season they'll have.
Both no longer are youngsters,
you know."
Dressen believes the Phillies'
big job will be replacing the 17
victories turned in by southpaw
Curt Simmons, now in the Army.
Sailing ships carried grain on a
14000-mile AUstra3a-to-England
run sa Tate as 1949, but now the
last windjammers have been re-
placed by engine-propelled ships.
Children in rem o te areas of
Canada often learn their school
lessons in one of three traveling
school cars which run on the
railroads.
In the early days in their dis-
cussion of television engineers re-
ferred to it as "distant electric
vision."
When you buy a Pontiac you buy more than
Ira& of owning the moat beautiful thing 
on
wheels—you buy a car that will deliver com-
pletely satisfying, carefree performance year
after year.
Your eyes will tell you Pontiac ill a beauty,
every dme you sec one—and the records 
will
prove Pontiac's dependability every mile 
you
drive one. Dollar for Dollar You Just Can't
Beat a Pontiac!
Of vital importance to any
community health program is the
field of maternal and child care.
The Maternal and Child Health
Division of the State Department
of Health has as its goal the pro-
motion of the best possible health
for the mothers and children of
Kentucky. It attempts to accom-
plish this in several different
ways, such as well-child confer-
ences, school health programs,
prenatal clinics and classes for
expectant mothers.
These classes and clinics are
conducted .by local health units
in communities all over the state
to give mothers and children the
advantage of expert guidance
and proper preventive care.
your local health unit
these programs should becOffie a
vital part of the joint planning
of local civic organizations and
the local medical society. MO-
gether they can achieve a high
level of health among mothers
and children throughout Ken-
tucky.
School health is closely allied
with the total child health Pic-
ture in the community. Teachefil,
public health workers, medical
and dental societies and civic-
minded men and women must all
lend a hand if the program is to
be effective and, fur reaching.
Sanitatical, immunization pr o-
grama., periodic examinations—all
These are essential Ingredients of
an. adequate school health pro-
gram.
Healthier mothers, healthier
babies and healthier children is
the hope and the goal of the Di-
vision of Maternal and Child
Health. It is an objective which
can be reached, but only with
wholehearted community coop-
eration.
More than five and a half mil-
lion non-farm homes in the Unit-
ed States have no flush toilets.
Marine organisms which
give the water a ruddy tint have
given the Red Sea its name.
Most earthquakes occur under
the sea and cause damage by the
"tidal" waves created.
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture figures show there are 110M1V
some 80,000,000 cubic feet of gross
storage in 11,600 locker plants to






J. L: Wallace, state inspector
from the Division of Foods, Drugs,
and Hotels of the Kentucky State
Department of Health, is in Cald-
well county to confer with county
health department and county of-
ficials concerning the issuance of
certificates of operation to hotels
and restaurants and enforcement
of the State Law which requires
application for a certificate of
operation and payment of inspec-
tion fees by such establishments
In Caldwell county.
Mr. Wallace stated that 20 ho-
tels, restaurants, tourist homes,
rooming houses, and motels in
this county have already applied
for certificates of operation and
these certificates, he explained,
will be issued by the State De-
partment of Health when the
sanitarian, through t h e County
Health Ihipartment, makes a re-
port to the State Department of
Health that the establishment
complies with all sanitation re-
quirements.
It also was brought out that
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Should-
ers, Miss Margie Shoulders and
Mrs. Shellie Calhoun spent the
weekend in Louisville shopping
and visiting friends.
Mr. Willie Radford is convaleg-
cing at his home here after a re-
cent operation at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital in Hopkins-ville.
Several people from here at-
tended funeral services in Ceru-
lean Tuesday afternoon for Mrs.
Ida Glover Jessup.
Mrs. Norman Greenwood, Ev-
ansville, Mrs. Willard Allen and
little daughter, Cadiz, were Sun-
day guests in the McCalister
home.
The tobacco barn on the Dallas
Rogers farm here burned last
Tuesday evening. All contents, in-
cluding farm tools and machinery,
were removed from the building
except about 400 pounds of to-
bacco which was being fired at
the time. No insurance was car-
ried on the building or contents,
it was reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Cline Murphy
moved to their new home in the
geotsburg community last Fri-
day.
Rev. John Richardson, Caney-
vine, moved to the John Wood
apartment here last Saturday.
Rev. Richardson will have charge
of the Wallonia and Roaring
Springs Christian cinuchea.
Mr. Smith Holloway, of the Ot-
ter P0114 it.rtimunity, moved into
+Jae of the Illinois Central houses
here Saturday.
Vernon White, Early Perry, Sr.,
and Forest Martin are planning
to attend a stag party at the
Broadbent Lodge on Kentucky
Lake tonight.
STUDENTS MAKE JURORS
New Brunswick, N. J. -(AP)—
One morning in 1936 several stu-
dents in the news reporting class
at The State University's School
of Journalism found themselves
moved out of the spectators'
seats in Judge George Morrison's
District Court in New Brunswick,
and sworn in as jurors. That was
the beginning of a unique learn-
by-doing program which Profes-
sor Hubert Ede's reporting clas-
ses have been carrying on regu-
larly for the past five yiars.
-The reason I like to have stu-
dents serve on juries is that they
do such a fine job. I don't know
that I've ever had any better,
more serious jurors than the Rut-
gers kids," Judge Morrison said.
"There is an age requirement
of 21 years for jurors in this
state," Judge Morrison explained,
"but we hit on the practice of
getting both attorneys in a case
to waive that limitation, and it's
worked out fine."
is. CUT, VA HP,, 4-CTCLI RIO
Now you can breeze through your lawn mowing
 in minutes
—with this sturdy Reo Power Mower. Self-prope
lled—
easy to handle.
With all these better Reo features:
• 18' cutting width.
• 1/4 hp, 4-cycle Reo engine, uses "regular" is.
• Totally enclosed V.belt clutch and chain drive.
• Simile control to start or stop mowing.
• Variable speed throttle control.
• Adjustable cutting height to 2'.
• Adjustable handle, stands up for compact Storing.
NATIONALLY ADVIIIITI Ste
Owe I 111,1110111.6 laws Ilkown• Uwe
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AP'S ALL-AMERICA COLLEGIATE BASKETBALL T E A 
M:
These players have been named to the 1.15,1 Associated Press All-
America collegiate basketball team. They: are Bill Mikvy (top-
left) Temple; Gene Melchiorre (bottom left), Bradley; Clyde
Lovellette (center), Kansas; Sam Ranzino (top right), North Car
o-
lina State and Bill Spivey (bottom right), Kentucky. (AP Wire-
photo)
these applications to the State De-
partment of Health are due the
first of each year, and stressed
the fact the establishments who
have not made such application
for a certificate of operation
should do so immediately.
More than 18,000,000 people
gave a dollar or more to the
1949-80 fund raising campaign of
the American Red Cross.
It -has been estimated that the
solid crust of the earth is 36
miles thick, thinner proportion-
ately to the size of the earth than
an eggshell is to the size of an
egg.
Many of the terms used in elec-
tricity such as "watt", "volt",
"ampere" etc., are named after
the men who discovered their
purposes.
underscoring your summer prints
• , . new versions of the perennial
The graceful strapped san-
dal . . . versatile in black,






tip oxfords in fine side
leather — Peruiey-priced
to keep your budget well
In line! Yours in red-
wood brown or Ameri-
can burgundy.
Your little girl looks her
best this Easter in shiny
black patent! Here they
are in an open-toe, single
strap version. .. so dress-
up, so pretty! Sizes 81/2
to 12, 4.49; 51/2 to 8, 3.98;
3 to 5, 3.79.
White Sulphur N
There was an attendance
at Sunday School Sunday
at Training Union %May
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley
spent Sunday with Mr :oat
Tom Brown, Mary art!
There was a ,large
at the ordination serviee Si,.
when Rev. Carlos MeWorti,
ordained into the Baptist .•
try.
8/Sgt. and Mrs. John I Fa
David and J. W. spent Sat
night and Sunday with Mr
Mrs. Auther Faughn and
Mr. and 'Mrs. Johnson Tom
Marion Wayne were also S
The Phebean Sunday
class met at the home 0(
George French Saturday n'
their March meeting
members answered roll call
Bible verses and onc visitor
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess.e
spent the weekend in Evan..
visiting their son, Mr
George and family.
Rev. and Mrs. Shil Icy
spent the weekend at their
in the Community.
Little Miss Betty Denham
last week with Mr and /In
den Board and Michael.
Styled just like his dad's
or older brothers, for
dress or all occasion
wear! Fine American




So soft and comfortabit




ing. Black, white or
golden wheat, sizes 49
Such a tiny price for
dress-up shoes! Have
your little girl fitted for
these open-toe sandals,
now, in time for her Eas-
ter wear! Sizes 51/2 to 8,
2.98; 81/2 to 12, 3.29.
Hand some, besot'
styled oxfords in
oak side leather .
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It is often 
very sensible
.p credit, or 
to borrow
make the purchase, and
,)y the use of
 your pur-
lite you save to 
pay for it.





into debt to a 
lender of




vet incur a 
debt unless you
see your way clear to 
pay it.
''thin the lim
its of that rule,
en is it wise to 
borrow money?






may wisely borrow 
at times
pay the cost of illn
ess or acci-
COFFEE AND LIAIIINING
One feature of at new University
of Kentucky course entitled "Per-
spectives on Contemporary Life,"
to be offered this summer by the
College of Arts and Science, is a
daily coffee hour. Qroups of six
students each will meet at the
cafeteria for an hour each morn-
ing to discuss, over their coffee,
subject matter arising from a lec-
ture the preceding hour.
dent, or to buy a ear or a home
or furniture, or to repair or im-
prove a home.
Too often, I am sorry to say,
the borrower of money is viewed
as an unwise, unsound manager
in trouble. Perhaps in many in-
stances the borrower of money
has been foolish or unfortunate.
But borrowing money is not al-
ways a sign of financial distress
us weakness. At talleib at can be
evidence of financial strength and
foresight. Too bad more lenders
of money do not remember this.
INTEREST AND DISCOUNT
For example, you should bor-
row money if the interest charges
are less than a cash discount on
a purohase you are about to make.
Also you should borrow money
if the loan will cost you less than
the carrying charges you would
have to pay if you bought the




Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
Here is an important message from C. A.
Woodall and Virgil Smith, owners of the C. A.
Woodall Insurance Agency. This Agency was
established in 1907, with its slogan, "Not for a
Day, but for all times", and now over 40 yea
rs
have stayed and paid. The C. A. Woodall 
In-
urance Agency paid oN7er $45,000.00 (Forty-Five
Thousand) dollars to its policy holders in losses
last year. The C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
oes not attempt to write Insurance in non-off
il-
'ated Companies. This Agency sticks strictly to
rates set up by the Insurance Department at
rankfort, Kentucky.
An Insurance policy with the C. A. Woodall
gency means Insurance, that Insures and Protec-
ion that Protects. The C. A. Woodall Insurance
gency writes fire, life, automobile, windstorm,
yclone, bonds, hospitalization and many other
in.es too numerous to mention. It will be to your
dvantage to consult this Agency ficst, concern-
ng your Insurance needs. The C. A. Woodall
nsurance Agency operates in five counties in this
rea. Offices in Princeton and Marion. Main
ffice in Princeton, Kentucky.
Remember, you get a bargain only, when you
uy sound Insurance.
Established 1907
PlioNT till Prineeton, ILy.
FIRST CHRISTMAS IN FIVE YEARS: Pfc. Joseph W. Pratt, 21, wounded Marine veter
an of Korea,
looks over the first Christmas tree he has seen at home si
nce he enlisted five years ago at Man-
chester, N. H. Every year his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Pratt (left) have kept their tree up
for months after Christmas hoping their son would get h
ome from duty in far corners of the
globe. This year Pfc. Pratt finally got home after he was wounded
 in Korea and sent to Portsmouth,
N. H., Naval Hospital to recuperate. (AP Wirephoto)
If you will borrow money,
where should y o u borrow it?
From a friend? Possibly, but
Shakespeare has counseled that a
"loan Off loses both itself and
friend." I would advise against
such borrowing, then, except I
remember a winter years ago
when I borrowed each month
from a fellow who is still very
much my friend. Three days be-
fore pay-day, regularly, Ed would
let me have the 'five" that I had
repaid the month before. This
went on all winter. I won't be
forgetting Ed's kindness, but us-
_ually—I repeat—it is not wise to
borrow from a friend.
Another source of a loan is the
loan shark. Better stay away
from him. His interest charges
run as high as 1,200 per cent. If
you borrow money, make repay-
ments, and then discover you still
owe more than you borrowed,
better talk with the district at-
torney. The Better Business Bu-
reau of your community will also
be interested.
EMPLOYEE CREDIT POOLS
Salaried people and wage-
earners will often find that their
fellow workers have organized a
credit union. Interest rates will
be quite low. 'The conditions of
borrowing will be generally fav-
orable. The employee's credit un-
ion is highly recommended as a
source for a loan. One disadvan-





complete IMPLOI eine Service
111 W. Market Pt.
tra smooth, extra safe . • •
"Ow reason why mom people litrir Cfsevroiets than any 
other awl
and Your [amity will enjoy special
a Chevrolet for '51 —America's
sad finest low-priced car.
mill know this the minute you teat
ntsly, more powerful Jumbo-Drum
el -largest in the low-price held!
're extra smooth, positive and
they provide maximum stopping
with up to 25% less Meer effort;
{Gothim with many other Cbevro-
futon to give you the WM
of Motoring protectiom.
And ybuI1 enjoy a special kind 
of per-
formance an driving ease in 
this car,
too. For it's the low-pri
ced car that
offers you your chok..of a 
mighty 105-
h.p. Valve-in-Head engiiitO!amed with
the time-proved Powerghde utomat
ic
Transmission.' for finest no-s
lag at lowest cost. Or the 
brilliant Ida
ard Chevrolet Valve-in-Head e
ngine,
teamed with Silent Synchro-Mesh Trans-
missioo, for finest standard driving 
at
Iowa. cost. Come in, see sod drive 
hi latia.p.
DRESS BLUES IN COMBAT
With The First Marine Division
in Korea — (AP) — Marines rest-
ing beside a dusty Korean road
recently were slack-jawed with
amazement as an automatic rifle-
man strolled through their posi-
tion in dress blues.
Marine Private First Class
Norman L. Ho eke r, 22, of St.
Joseph, Mo., explained:
'While in California I asked
my mother to send me my dress
blues. But before they arrived, I
was on my way to Korea. The Ma-
rine Corps postal section dutifully
sent the package after me. Think-
ing it was a Christmas package
delayed because of the rush, I
opened it to $hare the contents
with my squad. They dared me
to wear them and I did. I just
hope the colonel didn't see me."
but this doesn't always hold true.
Assurance of complete privacy
is an advantage of borrowing
from a personal finance company.
These are legitimate businesses,
regulated by state law. The in-
terest rates are higher than those
of the credit union, but are not
prohibitive.
BORROW ON INSURANCE
If you borrow at all, you can't
go wrong in borrowing on any
life insurance you may have. Ex-
cept for term insurance, most
policies will support a loan. The
usual rate of interest is six per
cent. "
If you have a checking or sav-
ings account at a bank, you will
do well to ask the bank for the
money you want to borrow. If
you don't have an account at a
bank, more than likely you can
and ought to have one.
The Cincinnati Red Stockings
were members of the American
Association from 1881 through
1889.
AMERICA'S LARGEST AND FINEST
LOW-PRICED CAR!
CHEVROLET
el Pewesellide Asiessieis biologists** Da
optimal es De Lam sisedel is ac awe eeep.
Small Play-Abed
Toys For Children
(By David Taylor Marke)
This is the season of the year
when parents may expert their
children to come down with colds
and other ailments. And this is
the season ,when mothers have a
hard time keeping the convales-
cing youngster in bed. He wants
to be amused, but Mother has a
hundred and one things to keep
her busy and can't be with him
all the time.
According to Helen Stanick,
Cornell University's Homemaker,
the youngster who is slightly sick
or the child .who is convalescing
from a serious illness can keep
Mother on the go, unless she has
a reserve of attractive toys for
just such occasions.
For the pre-school youngster,
She says, those toys should be
small enough for him to play with
in bed, but not small enough to
be put in his mouth. The number
of toys is as important as the
kind. Giving the child one at a
time will keep him interested
longer and will avoid bedlam.
The important thing to remem-
ber is that the activities of the
convalescent should be planned
so that he won't become over-
tired. These should require little
mental or physical effort.
Convalescence is no time to
catch up on school work either,
she says. There's plenty of time
for that when Junior gets back to
feeling, more like hirnself.aaMiss
Stanick adds:
"Another reason why Junior
should not try to do school work
while convalescing is that the
eyes are weakened by any sick-
ness, and permanent damage may
result from overuse during the
stay-in-bed period.
"One more 'don't' before we
discuss some play materials suit-
able for the child in bed . . . and
that is, a child who has had a
sure throat or ear trouble should-
n't be allowed to blow soap bub-
bles or to blow on a musical in-
strument, because of the possibil-
ity of blowing infectious material
into the middle ear."
DEMONSTRATION BACKFIRES
Newport Beach, Calif. — (AP)
— Mrs. I. G. Peter Beall dropped
a $10,000 diamond -ring into 'a
restaurant coffee cup to demon-
strate to a friend "the cleansing
properties of coffee."
She forgot about the ring tem-
porarily and a waitress cleared
the table. Then 'Mrs. Beall sudden-
ly remembered. There was a fran-
tic search. Mrs. Beall was heart-
broken when the management in-
formed her it was customary to
empty cups into a garbage .pul-
verizer before washing them.
She's given up hope when in
walked the dishwasher, ring in
hand. He'd found it in the suds.
How it got there, nobody knows.
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TECHNICOLOR CARTOON — WORLD NEWS
SATURDAY, MARCH 17th
EXTRA! EXTRA! CHAPTER ONE! NEW SERIAL!
UMW NUR IN 12 CU
PTINS
• What kind of recreational ma-
terials should convalescing Jun-
ior play with? Miss Stanick says:
"Finger-painting is stilt a fav-
orite, when the sheet of non-ab-
soi4bent paper of glazed shelf pap-
er is fastened to a bread board
braced on a slant to a bed table
. . . water color painting, cutting,
pictures from magazines for
scrapbook!, soap carving, pipe
cleaner figures . . all are good."
Another factor to consider dur-
ing convalescence, she says, is a
rest period before meals. It helps
in digestion of food. And if Jun-
ior "picks at the meal" Mother
may want to give some extra
food, such as fruit or milk, about
tro hours later, when it may be
More welcome, she adds:
"Convalescence isn't only a mat-
ter of amusing the youngster . .
it's a necessary stage between ill-
ness and complete recovery. Too
many people neglect this phase
of illness, and as a result, full re-
covery may take much longer.
"The convalescent should be
considered a patient until he has
completely recovered his normal
health and strength. A happy
frame of mind speeds recovery
... and that's why play materials
and occupations to fit the child's
interests are so vital in convales-
cence."
Local rules at the Homewood
Golf Course, Ames, Iowa, includes
this one: "Do not buy balls on the
oourse. It creates a market for
stolen balls."
BURRO FOR DINNER
Barstow, Calif. — (AP) — From
the evidence, somebody bad ap-
parently dined illegally on bur-
ro steak, Police reported finding
the carcasses of four "wantonly
slain" wild burros on the desert
near here. A quarter had been
cut from one of the younger, and
presumably more tender, ones.
A California law provides se-
vere penalties for the capture or
killing of the wild burro, which
was once threatened with extene-
lion from over hunting. Officers'
said someone with a high-power-
ed rifle picked off the animals ap-
parently for sheer pleasure of
killing.
When fish will spawn depends
on the temperature of the water.
If you spn
near your house
you may have TERMITES




4,? Ohio Valicv Corp.
Advertised hi ”fh• Pose
TERMINIX
'0. LAW i, 
.ARGEST IN TERMUE CONTROL
SUN. & MON., MAR. 18-19
TN AT 4' SelVedelf •
MAN now moves Nieves ad
ford' with looghtw — his




JOAN BLONDELL • EDMUND GWYN
610 PENNI • HARRY VON /111
Added Enjoyment!
TRAVEL IN COLOR — NOVELTY — NEWSREEL
TUES. & WED., MAR. 20-21
--r
THE STARS ARE SINGING AND LOVING UKE CRAZY
...N THE YEAR'S JIYIEST ROMANCE!
BOB CROSBY KAY STARR
MILLS BROTHERS • MODERNAIRES
, ii1111 annum • LIU MAUI
- 4 
• (01.•••• ..01/11
Plus These Delightful Shorts!
COLOR CARTOON — "ONCE UPON, A RHYME"
WESTERN FEATURETTE — "THE FARGO PHANTOM"
THUR. & FRI., MAR. 22-23
JOHN HODIAK•ciato ovoNNal
































































































WE'LL HELP YOU PLAN
Our Years of Building
"Know-How"
Save mosey for you on
 build-
ing materials Venetian 
Blinds,
Aluminum Awning s, 
Wall-
paper, Glass and other 
top
quality materials.
Our trudcs on hand to
deliver any order - large










THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCE
TON, KENTUCKY
Classified Ads
SEEDS! SEEDS! SEEDS! Blue
Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass,
Rye Gram, Timothy, Fesc
ue,
Alfalfa, White Clover, Sweet
Clover, Ladino Clover, Red
Clover, Korean. Robinson Im-
plement & Motor Co. Phone
2053. 34-3tc
ATTENTION: Don't forget the
senior play, "Peter, Beware," to
be held at 8 p. m. March 23 at
Fredonia High School. 37-2tc
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
shampoo for home use try
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
your head in our business
45-tfc
'MALE HELP WANTED:, Man
with car wanted for route work.
$15 to $20 in a day. No experi-
ence or capital required. Stea-
dy. Write today. Mr. Sharp, 120
East Claric Street, Freeport,
Illinois. 37-2tp
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, Jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.





From Bendix, a new automatic
agitator washer at
o price every family can afford!
Now! Benda presents the simples
t, newest,
*wawa( washer at the world's lo
west price!
The sew Bendix Economat!
The utterly different Wondertub.—
the flexible,
eriple-action tub made of metexaloy 
that eliminates
so many expensive parts—makes t
his
washday miracle possible!
See the Bendix Economat with the W
ondertub.
that revolutionizes washing, draining,
 squeeze-drying!
Ifonlisay it's a dream come true!
•Ilverdertsib twaratstred for 3 year. r!
$22995
INOLUDES NORMAL INSTALLATION! COSTS 
LESS TO *TAW COSTS MS TO MI
NO MINGO! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN,
SEE THE ECONOMAT NOW!
B. N. LUSBY COMPANY




POTATOES, Nancy Lee Irish
No. 2 can  1 0(
TOMATO JUICE, College Inn
13 es. can  10(
1 lb. pkg. 
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's pure
le at. jar
No. 254 can  
2/ 29(
HOMINY, Alice
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe,
 cut
No. 2 can ilk
le% oz. can  3/
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips 
25(
2/
APPLE JELLY, Farm Brand
32 oz. jar 
49(
35(
SARDINES, Domestic, in ell, musta
rd
or tomato sauce, No. 54 size can 
3/ 25(
SALMON, Derby Brand
No. 1 tall can 43(
MEAL,
LS lb. bag  $1"
BROOMS, South Western, red hand
le
Dye sewed each 
 25( APPLE BUTTER. Farm BRAND28 a. jar
St's
SUNSHINE, 111 00 CRACKERS
1 lb. pkg.  35(
C.REEN BEANS & POTATOES, (Nancy
Lee No. 2 can  1 O
f
CHERRIES, Burnette Farm, re
d sour
pitted 19 oz. can  19(
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown V
alley
No. 2 can  1 23(
PEAS, Heady, standard
No. 2 can  
2/ 25'
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, asst. str 
454 oz. can  
3/ 29(
CORN, Morristown, wh. a. style
Co. Gent No. 2 can  2/ 25'
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
Is lb. bag  $1"
MACKEREL, Sea Gold
No. 1 tall can  3/ 50ft
50(
SARDINES, Sunset Oval in
tomato sauce  3/
GREENS, Nancy Lee , Spinach
No. 2 can  2/ 29(
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale.
Mustard or Turnip No. 2 an
LIMA BEANS, Rosedale, gr. & wh.




24 PICNIC HAMS, small, regular
De. 
LARD, pure hog, 50 lb. can 88.15
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES




S, luxe, fancy diae, 
 15'lb.
We Will Be Open Until 8 P. M. Each 'Saturday.





makes thrifty pigs out of runts
.
Good for' slow-growing hogs
,
pigs off their feed and poor
-
milking sows. It's a new Wayne
Feed—Wayne Tail Curler! See
Robinson knpl. & Motor Co.,
phone 2053, Princeton. 37-11c
FOR SALE: Good Used Tractors.
We have one Ferguson, two
Ford Fergusons and some used
Implements. Come see and try
these tractors for yourself and
to your satisfaction. H. C.
P'Pool Tractor & Implement
Co., Hopkinsville Road. Phone
3228. 313-2tc
TOP FOR YIELD: For feeding —
for market—Funk's 'G' Hy-
brids. I have seed on hand for
immed4ate delivery. Robinson
Lmpl. & Motor Co., phone 2053,
Princeton. 37-Itc
FOR SALE: At Leader office,
Remington Rand Duplicator
Ink, stencil, correction fluid,
typewriter ribbon, carbon Pap-
er, also Remington Rand type-
writers and adding machine.
FOOD SALE: Homemade pies,
cakes and candy at the
K. U. Office, Saturday, March
17. Sponsored by the BPNV
Club. 37-lie
FOR SALE OR TRADE: A good
selection of ,A-1 used cars. Dif-
ferent makes and models.
Checked by factory trained me-
chanics. See them before you
buy. Randolph Motors—Ford
Sales & Service. Princeton, Ky.
38-tfc
FOR : House on Dawson
road ile f rom courthouse
door, all odern conveniences.
See Dr. B. Keeney. 37-1tc
FOR SALE: Seat vers for old
and some late m cars, re-
duced from $15.95 to .95, in-
stalled. Trucks red
$9.95 to $7.95, ins ed, w e
present stock lasts. Strong
Texaco Station, Main & Plum,
Phone 3111. 33-etf
FOR SOUND LIFE INSURANCE:
Consult the C. A. Woodall In-
surance Agency. It may already
be later than you think, so why
not start paying for a policy
for your old age while you are
Still in the pink Telephone:
2441. 37-lie
AMMONIUM NITRATE: We have
a limited amount of ammonium
nitrate. Robinson Implement &
Motor Co. Phone 2059, Prince-
ton. 36-2te
FOR SALE: Nice Restaurant and
Equipment, half price. One of
the best locations in town. For
further information get in
touch with the C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency. Phone 2441. 37-lie
NEWS — NEWS — NEWS:
This is news to us. We have a
limited supply of that famous
John Deere Corn Planter, with
double disc markers and fer-
tilizer attachment. See it at our
showroom on the HopkinsvWe
road. Robinson Imp]. & Motor
Co. 37-31c
Administrators Notice
A 1 1 persons having claims
against the estate of Mm. Ethel
M. French will present same,
properly proven, on or he fore
April 15, 1951. Those knowing
themselves indebted to said es-
tate will please settle same on or
before the same date.
William T. & George E.
French, Administrators. 37-3tp
Administratrix Notice
All persons knowing themsel-
ves to be indebted to the estate
of Clyde E. Kercheval, deceased,
will please come forward and set-
tle same by April 1, 1961. All
persons holding claims against the
said estate will please present
same by April 1, 1461, properly
proven for payment.
Mrs. Elsie S. Kercheval, Execu-
trix, Estate of Clyde E.
Keraheval. 35-3te
Pvt. Charles Rorer, Ft. Henning,
Ga., spent the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Ror-
er, South Jefferson street.
gee MOM, hue us fee
any holphol pemese with a
loon on your ear. Phone se





We wish to express ou
r heart
felt thanks and gratitu
de to our
friends, neighbors and 
relatives
for the kindness and 
thoughtful-
ness rendered during the 
passing
of our loved one, Lois M Adams
.
Especially do we thank Rev.
 H.
C. LNI. Haller, and Rev. W. 
B. Ladd
for their words of 
consolation,
also those who rendered aw
 e e t
memorial music at the last 
rites
and donors of the many 
beautiful
floral tributes.
These deeds will freer be ch
er-
ished memories and treasur
ed in
our hearts.
May God's richest blessing r
est
with each of you is our prayer
.
Earl L. Adams and Children
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett McDowell
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Mc-
Dowell 37-1tp




grandchildren and 11 great-grand-
J. W. Stallins - children; two 
brothers, John hill.
Funeral services for J
am ton and Turner Stalling; an
d two
Wallace Stallins, 75, retire
d far glisters, Mrs. Jennie Stalling a
nd
er of the Lewistown 
conwntinity, Mrs. JOIlit Lamb, all of t
his
were conducted at the 
graveside county.




George Filer, pastor of t
he Fir
Friday afternoon by the 
R
mie Stalling, Ekwood Veal, Lou-
Christian Church. 
ard Overby and Gordon Clayton.
Flower girls were Mrs. Ehvood
Mr. Stalling was found de
ad
bed at his home on the 
Dawso 
Veal, Mrs. Hayden Chambers,
Springs road at 3 a. m., Th
ursda M
rs. Louard Overby, Mrs. Hazel
March 8. He was a native of 
th McG
regor, Jr., Mrs. Gordon
Lewistown community and 
had 
been a member of the Lewisto
wn
Christian Church since early i
n
life.
Among the survivors are the
wife, Mrs. Mary M. Stallins; one
son, Fred G. Stallins; one daugh
"Our Self-Control Brings
You Lower Prices"
LARD, pure can $8.19 pound  .. 20c
BLEACH, Mira-Clo, quart bottle 
 10c
MEAL, 25 pound bag  $1.15
POTATOES, 10 pounds 
 29c
DUZ or OXYDOL, large box  30c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, pound  20c
MACKEREL, can 
 15c




BREAK O'MORN COFFEE, pound  70c
FRESH NEW CABBAGE, lb. 7c
Come In And See The Many Items
We Are Still Selling At 10c.
NN'S GROCERY
UPER LOW PRICES
211 W. Shepar n St. Phone 2611
,March 15, 1
CEDAR !BLUFF REVIVAL
The Rev. Edmun Burk
Louisville, will be th e
evangelist (or a series ta
services at the Ceder Sluff
list Church,. Sunday, writ
through April 8, Ralph
nell, paknor of the church
nounces. Services will rum
7:30 each night.
Clayton, MissJoyce
ntGlenda Clayton and Mrs
Mari).
Try A Leader Clasait.fti
ALL PACKAGED,
READY FOR
-6,4 YOU, MRS. -
,otto OUR FROZEN





TOMATOES, No. 2 cans, case lots
24 cans 
PANCAKE SYRUP, 2 16-oz. bottles &
1 box pancake mix
PRUNE JUICE, 1 qt. 
GREEN BEANS, whole, No. 2 can
JOY, The New Dishwasher-Wonder
TOMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. bot. 
FLAVOR KIST COCONUT COOKIES
FROSTY-MORN SAUSAGE, lb. .











Come In Saturday For A Free




































die week of 
March
ihnh It, !Led Cr
ingis paced at 
the
iv patt office, 
the Ca
sad on the st
reets
ace of those w
contributed to the f
arm Red Cross
you perhaps
heIp of the Red C
oy not give so
will be able to
'ently", Mr. •
were announced




it national Red C
Kentucky; Vi







vp. • ..A.-1"n ee'
fl
-; :.'14. • • .1.
4•Art\Atig•Is•
4.
Observance Of The Lord's Supper
Thursday 7:30 P.M.--Cumberland Presbyteri
an Church
Rev. W. H. Tallent In Charge
Good Friday -- Two Hour Service
1 to 3 P. M. At The Central Presbyterian Church
Theme: "Seven Last Words Of The Cross"
Rev. F. A. Loperfido, presiding, First Word
Rev. G. W. Filer, Second and Third Words
Rev. Joe Callender, Fourth and Fifth Words
Rev. W. H. Tallent, Sixth and Seventh Words
OGDEN MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURlif 6 A. M. 
SUNDAY
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